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Bravery And Terror Told
In Capture Of Crim-mals
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One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers

HE NEWS

The News has won awards for outstanding excellence every year It
has beim submitted in judging contests.

A "cops and robbers" story, as unbelievable as
even the most fantastic Hollywood plot, turned a quiet, Volume Thirty-Five
cool August afternoon into horror as Fulton County
Sheriff James "Buck" Menees, his deputy Ed Clark, a
retired Methodist minister and dozens of police officers
and private citizens in West Kentucky and Tennessee
faced wholesale tragedy at the hands of three gun-carrying desperados.
Ironically one of the men was a former resident of
Hickman, Kentucky. The other two, a man and his wife,
formed a trio of bandits who terrorized the West Kentucky countryside from four until about six-thirty Tuesday afternoon.
James Pinion, who gave his name to arresting officers as Bobby Joe Jones, 26, has been identified by the
FBI as a former Hickman resident. His companions
were identified as Ray Kelly Lem and his wife Evelyn
'X(
Ann Lem, both 20 years old.
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South Fulton's Proposed
System Will Be Boon ,To Area

There seemed to be eethinHg unusual about the call that the
Sheriff's office got sheet 4 p.
Tuesday. Menees was asked to
look into a disturbance of the
peace charge in the Middle Road
area.
En route to the scene of the alleged disturbance Mesees spotted
a speeding car
. he gave perfunctory chase, which slowed the
traffic speed of the car ahead.
Menees noticed that the car bore a
Tennessee license plate of a car
that had been reported to his atfire as stolen.

Approximately 250 homes in suburban South Fulton areas will reap the benefits of an estimated $513,000
water distribution project which will include some 43
miles of water distribution lines, a 500,000 gallon elevated water storage tank and a sewerage collection line
to serve the proposed industrial site now under option in
this area. Henry Dunn, South Fulton City Manager, reported today.

FuLTOKL,KY

With Deputy Sheriff Ed Clark in
the car the pair motioned to the
strange car to stop. Sheriff Menees
noticed that the three people, two
TOM and a woman sitting in
the
front seat of an Oldsmobile con
vertibie acted atalipaCkillia.
"'They kept looking back at us,"
Meares said.
When the car turned off into a
side road and halted, Menees and
Cork sit out to make a routine
investigation.
The driver of the car said his
driver's license bad been stolen,
(Continued on Page Light)
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Who Needs Straw Hat If
There's Cool Cates Near
by Jo Westpheling
"This is a new experience for me,"
quiet, mildmannered, almost frail, 68-year old insuranc
e man Paul
Cates told a trio of strangers who forced
their way int()
his car on Tuesday afternoon.
And that's the understatement of the year!
The strangers were heavily armed
carrying loaded police-type pistols, all ofbandits, each
which were
pointed at Cates (one in his right side, and
two
towards
the back of his head.)

a
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This project is dependent upon
a Federal grant that would finance
fifty per cent of the project, Mr.
Dunn stated. The balance of the
$513,000 will be financed on a long
term basis of an estimated 40
years. Dunn stated that the estimated revenue, based on a figure
of approximately 250 families acopting the service, would be $24,000 a year. The project would thus
be self-supporting and no additional tax revenue would be necessary
Mr. Dunn said. The preliminary inquiry has been filed and will be
channelled to the proper Federal
agency.
Mr. Dunn stated that though the
water distribution lines would be
available to some 300 homes, the
estimated figures have been prepared on the basis of approximately 2.50 families taking advantage of
the project. The meter deposits
would gross approximately $18,000
with an average top meter fee of
approximately $75 Dunn said.
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The Nichols Engineering Company of Union 'City is the consulting engineer on the project and

Frolicking Females
Flustered With
Flash Flood

has prepared the plans for submission to the Federal agency. A
copy of the proposed route of the
water distribution lines is reproduced here.
It is impossible to determine
how much this project will increase
the general economic status of the
South Fulton area at this time,
Dunn said.
"Aside from the fact that the
people of the area will receive excellent water service and that the
proposed industrial site would look
more favorably toward us if this
project were in force, there is also
the probability that property owners will have a decrease in insurance rates due to the availability
of the water and the installation
of 15 fire hydrants and that the
value of property would increase
because of the modern convenience
of water piped directly to the
home," Mr. Dunn stated.
"It is absolutely necessary that
this project be initiated and carried out for the continued and future growth of this area," Dunn
said.

Dad And Lad
Camporee Set
August 13, 14

•
"I don't understand this," Cates
Mc Conn,
calmly-told the uninvited hitchBut the dark - complexioned, '
V
hikers as they commanded him to (meiciean-type girl as Cates called
4411
•
Jalk
_
••
drive onto a side road off Highway her) wasn't quite so attentive.
•
Friday's flash flood forced fro•
•
. _WAAL
- .11•1194 near Cayce, while city, county "She kept snapping at the men
to
licking Fulton females to floundand state police were forming a hurry up and get the job done,"
The annual Dad and Lad Campo
▪
....,
- -/ML
\
tp..
er.
massive network to catch the two Cates said, while the two men •
roe will be held August 13 and 14,
Over two inches of rain were
'
men and a woman, who a few min- were using heavy rope to tie his
at the Kitty League ball park ii
recorded in Fulton last Friday in
/I?
0
utes earlier had robbed, bound and hands and legs together behind his
Fulton. Cubmaster Nathan Wadi
less than a two hour period. The
gagged
Fulton County sheriff back.
announced this week.
sudden noon rain caught diners
Buck Menees and his deputy Ed
Wednesday morning Mr. and
The various committees are as
completely unprepared for the
Clark.
The above map shows the proposed water distribution lines which would serve 250 families in the South
Mrs. Cates walked into the News
downpour. Streets were tempor- follows:
It's possible that the bandits, all office. He told this reporter that he Fulton area. The lines to the west would meet those of ths Union City Water
arily flooded in various sections
Utility Department already in
Administration: Nathan Wade,
In their twenties, will never quite wanted to correct some errors in
of town and a few children play- Robert Rudolph, Richard Rose,
service.
understand the courage of this the story of the hold-ups that aped barefoot in the cool water Frank Welch, Ned Waldrop and
peared in the morning papers. He
elderly gent, either.
while their elders watched jeal- Bill Milner; Campground: Rollin
Cates is a retired Methodist was as calm as though he wanted
ously from the porches.
Shaw, Jerry Creason and Nemo
minister in case you want to reflect to report that he wanted to change
The prompt and cautious action Williams; Campsite: Glenn Puckback on the facts of this amazing the phone number in his advertisof the city police department, ett, Bob Parham, Robert Wall.
ing.
story.
aided by the fire department ,in Charles Jones, Gene Hatfield, R.
He and Mrs. Cates even chuckled
closing off the more dangerous Pansit, Joe Graves and Ralph
The cool temperament of Paul
when
this
reporter asked if he
Cates surely saved his life; irritatThe annual Fulton County Farm streets, resulted in the report Craig; Registration: Tom Kelley.
ed the female member of the trio, wasn't scared out of his wits. "He's
Food l'reparation: Joe Sanders,
Bureau picnic will be held Wednes- from the office o. police chief
(an honest to goodness prototype always been that calm and relaxday August 10 at the Union Cum- Richard Myatt, that no accidents Harold Lewis, Stanley Belza, Bill
ed,"
Mrs. Cates said. Mr. Cates
of the tough gun-moll of the Dil"Why couldn't I have gotten
berland Presbyterian Church. The were reported on account of the Stokes. James Robey. Leon Mann,
and Thomas Pickle; Food Purchaslinger era) and so softened the said he slept Tuesday night as if stuck in an elevator with someBaked ham weighing 225 pounds; fat calf show is scheduled for 9:00 flash flood.
ing: Jimmy Gilbert, Riley Tate
hearts of the two males in the nothing had happened.
pounds
135
of
slaw;
cole
pounds
24
a. m., lunch at 11:30 and a dairy
one else besides you," were the
But things did happen about 4:30 mutual sentiments of
and Bud Halterman; Public Adstick-up party that one of them
Henry of potato chips; 15 loaves of king show is planned for 1:00 p. m.
p. m. Tuesday afternoon. You'd Bethel and
dress System: Robert Rudolph;
asked Cates:
Each member will be given two
Billy Gore when they size bread; 100 pounds of green
better
believe
Campfire:
they
All cubmasters; Church:
did!
beans;
100 pounds of corn and 1600 tickets for the picnic. The public is
"Do you have heart trouble?"
were lodged in the elevator at
Paul Cates was driving in his the Wade Used Furniture
Bill Fossett, Herbie Hunt and
When Cates answered that he
cordially invited and may purchase
Store cookies; quite a grocery list!
John Joe Campbell; Games: Dr.
didn't think so, one of the men 1960 maroon-colored Rambler to- last week-end.
Hardly does it coincide with the tickets for $1.00.
wards Cayce. As he approached a
The Trinity Episcopal Church Virgil Barker, Billy Nelms, Alton
said:
The Store was closed and sev- list the average housewife makes
side, dead-end road that runs along eral hours passed
Barnes,
R. G. Fozzard, Robert S.
will
hold
its annual ice cream supbefore they on the back of an envelope, thank
"Don't worry, if you do what we the
old Captain Tyler farm, he were able to escape
per Wednesday, August 10, at Copeland, R. R. Moss, Bill Milner,
say, you won't get hurt."
through the goodness, but it is the list of
R.
saw three people standing near top of the elevator.
T.
Bodker, Bobby Barclay, Bill
5:00 p. m. Home made cakes and
Otherwise groceries furnished by the E. W.
J. R. Davie's mail-box, on highway they would
ice cream will be served by the Gray and O'Neal Jones.
be waiting there until James Store and cooked under the
94. Oddly enough Davie is the son Monday morning.
women
of
the
church.
direction of store manager Bud
The West Ken-Tenn Chapter of
of a former Fulton County sheriff,
Tickets may be purchased from
Halterman for the Twin Cities
ELECTION NEWS
the National Association of Retired any member of the congregatio
Turney Davie.
.1( 'thus'
Youth,
Inc., picnic held at City
n.
WILSON
TO CALIFORNIA
Civil Employees will meet at the Children under 12
Well, Cates thought the people
City Manager Henry Dunn anmay purchase
Park, Tuesday, July 19. The task
were in some kind of trouble and
Dana Wilson left Sunday for a of serving was supervised by Son- Union Cumberland Presbyterian tickets for 35c, adult tickets ar, nounced that South Fulton
voters
From
Church Tuesday, August 9, at 75c.
started to bring his car to a stop, month's visit with his sister, Miss
on the east side will vote at the
ny Puckett.
11:30 a. m.
when the people, who were indeed Rita Wilson, in Beverly Hills,
Reverend John Platt appointed South Fulton School Gym ThursWilterman
and
Puckett
deserve
In trouble, hailed him to stop. California.
Lunch will be served at twelve George Casparian and Larry
Ader day, August 4. Polls open at 9:00
the accolades of the 1250 well fed o'clock noon by the ladies
When he did, the men and the
of the to serve as co-chairmen in charge a. m. and close at 5:00 p. m.
picnic guests. A good job well church. All members
woman pointed guns at him, while
and friends of ticket sales for the supper to be
"We Like Bananas"
done.
are invited to attend.
the other man went around the
held on the church lawn.
"We Like Bananas"
right side of the car, got in the
front seat, kept his gun pointed at
Cates' side while the man and
woman got in the back seat and
held their pistols pointed at Mr.
Cates'
head.
Apologies to Rudyard Kipling:
The Fourth International Banana Festival is just a ica are coming into Festival head- musicians who will
Driving as though he had just
If I can keep my head when
be brought to
Leonardo Tejada Za,mbrano, dfl
picked up a neighbor to go to Sun- little less than two months away, but plans for the larg- quarters from beauty
others all around me,
queens the United States under the guidwanting to appear in the Princess ance of Mrs. Florence Ballesteros artist, art teacher and critic and
Are shooting it up, and luckily day School, Cates drove his car a est and most exciting event
a
specialist in folklore in the
four-year
in
the
history of pageant; from talented artists of Quito, Ecuador. Mrs.
short distance up to the side road
missing me;
Ballesteros Republic of
the community effort are being finalized every day. Ex- wishing to compete
in the talent advised the Festival board that so Department Ecuador. The State
Mine is the fortune, and all that as commanded and where the
advises that the
1960 white, convertible Oldsmobile, panding the program to include events of interest for shows; from nationally famous en- many students have made requests
goes with it,
tertainment groups wishing to ap- that a screening committee has distinguished visitor will be preBut woe is me, there'll be a stuck in the mud, had been aband- homefolks and visitors alike, the outlook
pared
to
give
some lectures on
iS
that
the
pear at the "name talent" event.
oned by the bandits.
paper, but not a column in It.
been appointed to select students Ecuadorean art
Fourth International Banana Festival will be one of the Significant,
and artists and
however, are the re- whose interest in fostering interna- on
Not for this week at least. Paul
Well, maybe Paul Cates hasn't
F,cuadorean folklore.
most significant and well attended events in America quests coming in from Central and tional good-will is most prevalent.
is on his way home from Wash- been listening to the
commerCarlos
Bonilla
Silva, a musicSouth America from talented ar- The students will arrive in
ington where he has been taking cials. He was smarter than the this year.
Fulton ian, composer and professor
of
tists whose countries wish to send on September 16 in order to apspecial courses at Georgetown cigarette smokers. He went along
music. He is a member of the
Committees and clubs are althem
to
the Festival in the spirit pear for the Southern Governors'
University as part of his Army with the demand to switch
. ready busily at work putting to- the citizens of the twin cities and of
symphony orchestra of Quito and
friendship
and
understanding conference at Kentucky Dam Vil- director of the chorus,
Reserve training.
from his car to the one the bandits gether those programs
Casa de la
that require tr,e cities of the banana-producing between the two hemispheres
For sheer exhaustion try editing, had abandoned.
.
lage on September 17. They will Cultura Ecuatoriana. He
long-range planning, such as the countries of Central and South
is one of
Meanwhile, • Festival official remain in Fulton until October 2,
selling, taking care of• house and
Wouldn't you think by this time parade, the beauty
the most noted guitarists and
pageant, and America.
released
these
attractions that will the day after the Festival closes.
two teen-agers and a full scale that Paul Cates "was shook?" the Inter-Ameri
teachers
of
guitar
in Ecuador.
can music fiesta.
Each day's mail brings more ex- -appear at the Festival whose comcommunity promotion on the side, With a tough, coldly calculating,
— The Bureau of Cultural Af- He is bringing his guitar
This year heavy emphasis is be- citing news of the programs that mitments are
with
firm. They are:
and see what happens. •
fairs of the State Department has him to offer concerts
gun-toting moll nervously fingering ing placed on the
in various
international re- will be staged during the four-day
— The famed Marimba band invited four distinguished South
It did to me!
the trigger on a gun, and a couple lations program, with
parts of the United States.
arts and long event that begins officially on from Guatemala.
Americans to attend the Festival
Please omit flowers .. . just of tough, but .accomodating hom- crafts of North and
Max Delgado Piedra, a politiSouth America September 28 with the now famous
— At least 55 students from Cen- to observe the international relasend your patience to the fund for bres tying him up, Cates was re- being shown to
cal leader from the city of
reveal the coinci- Banana-rams talent show. Long tral and South America, all
tions
program
old editors.
of
and
"life
these
in
(Continued on Page gielli)
Cuenca. He is 30 years old and
dence of interests that lie between distance calls from all over Amer- whom are
talented artists and United States." They are:
(Contfnued on Page Night)
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Two Men Stuck
In Elevator
Durn It!

E. W. James,
Park Terrace
Super Servers

.

Annual Farm Bureau
Picnic Is Next Week

Trinity Church Serving
Usual Ice Cream Treat

Retired Civil Services
Employees Plan Meet

• Jo's
Notebook

Art And Music, Fun, Friends, And Gayety Is Festival Fare
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, Aug. 4, 1966

About Our National Morals
by Jenkin Lloyd Jones
While our Russian contemporaries, who were supposed to be dedicated to the mass man, have been busy
constructing an intellectual elite we
have been engaged in the wholesale
production of mediocrity. What a
switch!
When was the last time you, as
editors and publishers, examined the
curricula of your local schools? How
did your schools rank on the standardized Iowa test? When have you
looked at your schools' report cards
and the philosophy behind their
grading system? Have you asked to
examine any senior English themes?
Have you offered any recognition to
your schools' best scholars to compare to the recognition you accord
your schools' best football players?
No One-Legged Halfbacks
For the funny thing about "progressive educators" is that theory
vanishes when the referee's whistle
blows for the kickoff. In the classroom they pretend to grade subjectively, against the student's supposed
capacity, lest he be humiliated by
natural inadequacy. But on the football field they never put in a one-legged halfback on the theory that, considering his disability, he's a great
halfback. They put in the best halfback they've got, period. The ungifted
sit on the bench or back in the stands
even though they, too, might thirst
for glory. If our schools were as anxious to turn out brains as they are to
turn out winning football teams this
strange contradiction wouldn't exist.
Having neglected disciplines in
education it was quite logical that we
should reject disciplines in art. The
great painters and sculptors of the
past studied anatomy so diligently
that they often indulged in their own
body-snatching. And today, after
many centuries, we stare at the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel or at the
walls of the Reichsmusee and marvel
at their works.
BUT THIS SELF-DISCIPLINE
is of little concern to the modern nonobjective painter. All he needs is pigment and press agent. He can throw
colors at a canvas and the art world
will discover him. He can stick bits
of glass, old rags and quids of used
chewing tobacco on a board and he is
a social critic. He can drive a car
back and forth in pools of paint and
Life magazine will write him up.
Talent is for squares. What you
need is vast effrontery. If you undertake to paint a cow it must look something like a cow. That takes at least
a sign-painter's ability. But you can
claim to paint a picture of your
psyche and no matter what the result
who is to say what your psyche looks
Published livery Tie/ride, ef The Year
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING

THE TEEN-AGE COMMANDMENTS

Editors and Publishers

Stop and think before you drink.
Don't let your parents down - they brought you up.
Be humble enough to obey. You will be giving orders
yourself some day.
The first moment, turn away from unclean thinking.
Don't show off when driving. If you want to race, go to
Indianapolis.

Editor Comments On Fallacies In Education,
Art And The Philosophy Of Our Forefathers
(Second In A Series)
(Ed's Note: Jenkin Lloyd Jones,
editor of the Tulsa (Oklahoma) Tribune, in challenging the editors of
America to bring attention to the
"moral decline" of our Nation, touched the core of the problems in some
hard-hitting remarks before a recent
press association meeting. In the first
article Mr. Jones was commenting
upon "Progressive Education." The
remaining comments on that subject,
together with comments on other subjects are herewith published.)

„lino%

like? So our museums are filled with
daubs being stared at by confused
citizens who haven't the guts to admit
they are confused.
But the Age-of-Fakery in art is a
mild cross that American civilization
bears. Much more serious is our collapse of moral standards and the
blunting of our capacity for righteous
indignation.
Puritans Were 'Tremendous People
Our Puritan ancestors were preoccupied with sin. They were hag-ridden and guilt-ridden and theirs was a
repressed and neurotic society. But
they had horsepower. They wrested
livings from rocky land, built our
earliest colleges, started our literature, caused our industrial revolution.
and found time in between to fight
the Indians, the French and the British, to bawl for abolition, women
suffrage and prison reform, and to experiment with graham crackers and
bloomers. They were a tremendous
people.
And for all their exaggerated attention to sin, their philosophy rested
on a great granite rock: Man was the
master of his soul. You didn't have to
be bad. You could and should be better. And if you wanted to escape the
eternal fires you'd damned well better be.
In recent years all this has changed in America. We have decided that
sin is largely imaginary. We have become enamoured with "behavioristic psychology." This holds that a man is
a product of his heredity and his environment, and his behavior to a large
degree is fore-ordained by both. He is
either a product of a happy combination of genes and chromosomes or an
unhappy combination. He moves in
an environment that will tend to
make him good or that will tend to
make him evil. He is just a chip tossed
helplessly by forces beyond his control and, therefore, not responsible.
Well, the theory that misbehavior can be cured by pulling down
tenements and erecting in their
places elaborate public housing is
not holding water. The crime rates
continue to rise along with our outlays for social services. We speak of
underprivilege. Yet the young men
who swagger up and down the
streets, boldly flaunting their gang
symbols on their black jackets, are
far more blessed in creature comforts, opportunities for advancement
and freedom from drudgery than 90
per cent of the children of the world.
We havOown the dragon's teeth of
pseudo-kientific sentimentality, and
out of the ground has sprung the
legion bearing switch-blade knives
and bicycle chains.
Clearly something is missing.
Could it be what the rest of the
world's children have been given —
the doctrine of individual responsibility?
Relief an 'Honorable Career'
Relief is gradually becoming an
honorable career in America. It is a
pretty fair life, if you have neither
conscience nor pride. The politicians
will weep over you. The state will
give a mother a bonus for her illegitimate children, and if she neglects
them sufficiently she can save enough
out of her ADC payments to keep
herself and her boy friend in wine and
gin. Nothing is your fault. And when
the city fathers of a harassed community like Newburg suggest that
able bodied welfare clients might
sweep the streets the "liberal" editorialists arise as one man and denounce
them for their medieval cruelty.
I don't know how long Americans
can stand this erosion of principle.
Nations are built by people capable of great energy and self-discipline.
(Continued Next Week)

Choose a date who would make a good mate.
Go to church faithtfully. The Creator gives us a week,
give him back at least an hour.
Choose your companions carefully. You are what they
are.
Avoid following the crowd - be an engine, not a caboose.
Recall the original Ten Commandments.
— Author Unknown
smemennuneessuneur . , Illi.rilitineinounee,
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By Brenda Rowlest

Wherever men attempt to work
together through organization, government arises. For no organization can function without some pattern of controls which determines
who is in ultimate charge. Government a as field of study is, therefore, inseparable from the study of
man and society in all times and
maces.

To learn about you and your government the following books will
help in your search for knowledge:
ESSENTIALS OF AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT by Frederic A.
Ogg and P. Orman Ray. This new
edition of ESSENTIALS OF AMERICAN GOVERNMENT, like the
preceding six editions, has been
designed to meet the need for a
survey of government in the United
States somewhat briefer than the
authors'
INTRODUCTION TO
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. Frequent revisions of these texts have
made it possible to keep them asnearly abreast of the times as the
rapid changes in events have permitted. The new visual aids have
been especially prepared to give
graphic emphasis to certain important facts and principles.
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT and
POLITICS by Charles A. Beard.
This edition appears at what is in
many respects a revolutionary time

in the history of our nation. The
United States is playing a more active role in international affairs.
During this edition the author has
kept constantly in mind the primary question: What knowledge is
new most useful to American citizens in upholding, operating, and
developing the American system
amid
present
challenges and
perlls.
THE AMERICAN FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT by Max Beloff.
In a period of International crisis,
an eminent British scholar has
written a thought-provoking study
of 'he American Government as it
fuctions under the stresses and
strains of world leadership. This is
no usual account of America's political and constitutional structure,
Lot rather a critical appraisal by
at, expert who is deeply concerned
with our country's role as leader
of the Western Alliance.
GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE by James MacGregor Burns.
How is "government by the people" accomplished today? In this
lively and informal book you have
the answer—a clear cut, penetratiug analysis and understandable
explanation of our federal government as it is functioning now. It is
a book you will enjoy reading. The
style is conversational, with num-

So teach us to number our days
that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom. — Psalms 90:12
Thinking of Mr. and Mrs. William Barker of Fulton, now 96
years old and-having lived over 71
years together reminds us of many
people of advanced age whose
minds have had, and now have an
inspring effect upon those about
them.
William E. Gladstone, the great
English statesman, once said that
had he died at the age of 60 he
would have lived but half a life of
usefulness. It was beyond that age
that he lived his fullest—strongly.
We can be inspired by the lines
from Robert Browning's "Rabbi
erous case studies dramatizing our
governmental
departments
at
work. A wealth of charts, cartoons
and illustrations make the facts
meaningful and thought-provoking
in terms of "Why, how and sowhat."
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION MANUAL.
This manual is the official organization handbook of the Federal
Government. It contains sections
describing the agencies of the legislative, judicial, and executive
branches. It also contains brief descriptions of quasi-official agencies
and of selected international organizations. Included are charts of
some of the more complex agencies, brief histories of agencies
abolished or transferred since 1933,
and lists of Government publications.

UK Professor Aids
Peruvian Refugees
A University of Kentucky sociologist is going to Lima, Peru, for
two years as director of an urban
community development project.
Dr. Cyrus M. Johnson and his wife,
Lynn, have accepted an assignment with the American Friends
Service Committee to direct the
resettlement of a neighborhood
group which is being moved from
a section of Lima that was hit recently by a disastrous fire.
Projects such as the Lima resettlement are not new to the UK
couple. They,have previously assisted with similar work in three
American states and in Mexico.

lien Ezra" front which we quote:
"Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be.
The last of life, for which the
first was made:
Our times are in His hand
Who saith, A whole I planned,
Youth shows but half; trust God:
see all, nor be afraid!"
The marvelous steps made in
medical history in recent years
have made it possible for the longer life to be a more healthful one
and thus a larger contribution can
be made to humanity by the older
generation.
The benefits of social security
make the older person feel far
more self reliant than the older
person of 95 years ago. The combination of social security and the
advances of medicine, make the
older citizen a happy, self-reliant
individual capable of doing a great
deal to further the interests of
their society.
The senior citizens owe a debt of
gratitude to another person, who
as a senior citizen himself, is believed to have influenced the movement which resulted in the first
social security laws. The man, Will
Carleton, did not live to see the results of his influence. Harper's
magazine said of Carleton when he
died in 1912, "he is the most widely
read poet since Whittier and Longfellow". Actually his popularity
has dwindled through the years
since his death, but a poem written in his early seventies is recalled here:
"Over the hills to the poor house
I'm trudgin' my weary way,
I, a woman of seventy, and only
a trifle gray".
In this poem Carleton immortalized the mother who toiled for an
ungrateful brood of children, only
to end her days as a pauper. His
poem was quoted from the lecture
platform and from many a pulpit
in an effort to further the causes
of social security. This was a fine
contribution from a man in his
seventies to subsequent generations.
George Washington Carver, who
grew from obsecurity, a victim of
social injustice, discovered over
300 by-products from peanuts and
made a giant step to establish the
economy of a nation that had treated him so rudely. At the age of 71
he began to collaborate with other
noted scientists in the division of
mycology
and disease in the
(Continued on Page Three)

was solemnized Sunday morning, August
4,
berland Presbyterian Church. Rev, Robertin the CumCovington
united the couple in marriage. The couple
is on a threeweeks wedding trip to Virginia Beach,
D. C., and Detroit, Mich. Upon their Va., Washington,
return they will go
to Lexington, where Mr.
McAlister will re-enter the
University of Kentucky.
August 9. 1948
Squirrel season opens in Kentucky on August 15,
closing on November 30. Bag limit remains the same,
six for a day's hunting.

From Beelerton: Congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Stephens on the birth of a son.
He has been named James Russell,

• Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian church, two
and one-half miles west of Water Valley on the Water
Valley - Moscow road, announces its first homecoming
on August 18, for the purpose of making plans for a new
church building.

From Palestine: Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Weatherspoon and son Dan arrived from
Denver, Colo., Saturday night, where Mr. Weatherspoon has
been stationed.
He left for Chicago Tuesday night
where he will receive
his discharge.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thompson were
barbecue supper Saturday night at their hostesses to a
home, honoring
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thompson of
Mrs. Harris Bondurant and son, Atlanta and Mr. and
Charles, of Cleveland,
Ohio.

Tuesday night new officers for the coming year
were elected at the Junior Woman's Club meeting. They
are: Marilyn Shanklin, president; Mrs. Edward Benedict, vice president; Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle, second
vice president; Mrs. J. C. Olive, recording secretary;
Miss Virginia Howard, treasurer; Miss Martha Jean
Brown, corresponding secretary.
Miss Grace Cavender, 22, formerly of Fulton, after
only four months, has established herself as a popular
young Chicago model, according to a story appearing in
a recent issue of the Detroit Free Press. Grace, who is
aware of the short professional life of a model, is continuing her advertising career, although her talent is in
regular demand.
Construction work is now well underway on Highway 94 between Dukedom and Tr -City and, when completed, a hard surface route will be provided between
Fulton and Murray.
The wedding of Miss Ruth Ann Green, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A.. W. Green, and William Glenn McAlister, son of Mr. and Mrs. V. E. McAlister, all of Fulton,

From Austin Springs: Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Frields entertained with a dinner and family
reunion the past
Sunday, when brothers and sisters
day. A huge tabk was built on the gathered to spend the
lawn, where a most
sumptuous repast was enjoyed.
cences were enjoyed by the older Childhood reminisones present, as well
as by the younger ones.
From Rock Springs: Mr. and
and Gladys, and Miss Ina Bellew Mrs. Pressie Moore
Bureau meeting at Fancy Farm on attended the Farm
Wednesday.
From Latham: Mrs. Beauton
Lockridge and Joyce
are vacationing in Detroit this
week. They went to get
a new car.
Work will begin this week on a
Union school, which is badly needed. new room at Bible
be completed by August 26, the date It is hoped it will
set for the school to
begin.
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Rev. and Mrs. Fianna, of the
First Christian Church, were
counselors at Kum Ba Ya Christian Church camp north of Benton,
last week.
Sarah Jane Poe was also a counselor for the camp conference
which began Monday, August 1,
and coded at noon Saturday, August 6. Vickie Campbell of Fulton
was one of the 27 girls attending
the conference. There were 40
boys including Jim Ferguson and
Mike Wilson of Clinton.
The teenagers enjoyed sleeping
in hogans and were inspired by
the addresses of the ministers and
the discussions led by the counselors.
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Twenty-Fourth In A Series

Local People
At Christian
Church Camp

Bro. White
Bro. Hoyt White of Greenville.
Mississippi will conduct a gospel
South Street
at the
meeting
Church of Christ, South Fulton,
Tennessee at 7:30 each evening,
August 7 through August 14. Bro.
Ernie Bailey of Murray, Kentucky
will lead the singing.
Bro. White is a native of Union
City, Tennessee and a_graduate of
has
David Lipscomb college. He
toured the Bible lands, worked in
Florida
the mission field in the
Everglades and participated in the
World's Fair Church Exhibit in
New York.
Bro. Vonn Fortner, pastor, urges
everyone to attend this inspiring
and worthwhile lesson series.

First Baptist
Church Names
New Pastor

Cumberland Church
In Revival Meetings
Revival Services began at the
Presbyterian
First Cumberland
Church, Monday night at 7:30
p. m. Rev. Oren Stover, pastor of
the 'Beach and Bethlehem churches
of Union City, is the evangelist.
Services will continue through
Sunday. Sunday services will be
held at 10:50 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Tne public is cordially invited to
attend these special services.

-.1111=•••••••

Our
Christian
Heritage
IF THE GOD OF OUR FATHERS
LIVES, AMERICA CAN STILL

BE SAVED ...

Rev. James W. Rest, pastor of
I am the God of thy Father.
the Parma, Ohio, Baptist Church
I have surely seen the affliction
has accepted the pastorate of the
of my people who are in
Fulton.
First Baptist Church of
Egypt.
Rev. Best will take up his duties
21.
For I know their sorrow.
as minister the week of August
And I am come down to deliver
them out of the hand of the
Rev. Best, 36, is married to the
Houston,
the Egyptians and to bring
former Jo Ann Hall of
John
son
one
have
. them into a good land.
Texas. They
(Exodus 3:6, 7, 8)
Mark born February 2, 1962, and
Lee
. . . if America was founded on
twin daughters Mary Beth and
They
1965.
13,
a COVENANT with the God of our
Ann born October
will make their home in the parson- fathers
. if that COVENANT has been
age, 300 N. Henderson Drive.
repudiated by churchmen - educaRev. Best received the Bachelor tors • politicians
of Arts degree from Baylor Uzn. . if the Lord is calling for a
versity in Waco, Texas and receiv- renewal of the COVENANT as the
ed his Bachelor of Divinity from only alternative to certain destrucSouthwestern Theological Semi- tion
nary, Fort Worth, Texas.
THEN - two events will take
place - two lines of action will occur in our land:
1. God will raise up a people in
THE CANDLE - whose hearts there is a desire TO
(Continu-d Loin Pai,o Two)
RENEW THE COVENANT WITH
Agri- ALMIGHTY GOD on behalf of the
United States Department of
nation.
culture.
2. That people will be surroundThe Senior Citizens organization ed by the supernatural, miracleof Fulton, sponsored by the Wo- working power of God so that the
man's Society of Christian Service, designs of their enemies would be
and proceeding under the able di- confused and their power broken.
rection of Mrs. E. W. Hart is conThe Lord who delivered Israel is
stantly fulfilling a great need in the Lord of Calvary. He is our
comthe
Through
y.
the communit
God. Let us renew our covenant
bined efforts of some 25 members with Him and a power will be
they make quilts, blankets and loosed in this land that will overclothing for fire victims and other whelm and break the godless coalipersons in need. Once or twice a tion of Communists and anarchists
month they meet together to work which now threatens to overrun
and sew for less fortunate people. this nation.
They collect eye glasses for the
THE DEATH KNELL OF
needy and are always in search of
LIBERALISM
more ways to be of service to
others.
Hear it not, Duncan.
Mrs. William Barker at 96 has
For it is a knell
difficulty finding someone in the
That summons thee to heaven
younger generation who itan coror to hell. (From MacBeth by
rectly figure out the riddles she en, Wm. Shakespeare)
joys so much.
Liberalism is doomed. Its decline is certain. Liberalism will be
The popular comics of our time ground between two stones - the
have difficulty keeping up with the upper stone of an awakened people
old timers still in action.
who have renewed their covenant
the lower stone of
' Ethel Barrymore became an with God and
godlessness which
even greater actress in her later the forces of
gly under
increasin
come
have
years.
Marxist control. In the coming
Allen,
Margaret "Annt Ma-K",
struggle there will be no place for
now living in California visited liberalism which has no convicfriends and relatives in Clinton and tions of its own and which thrives
in a vacuum. For example, when
Hickman this summer. At SS she
but the children of Israel were concannot see well enough to read and
puzzles
saw
jig
her
fronted by the forces of Pharaoh
she enjoys
re- at the Red Sea, where was there
the long_ trip from California
any place for liberalism? In the
newed her spirit.
between God's
in coming conflict
The examples of achievement
people and the Marxist coalition,
numare
75
past
women
men and
left for
our where is there any place
erous and constantly brought to
liberalism'
attention. Couldn't one of you past
the
One sign of the future which in70 make a fine scrapbook of
your dicates that the Lord le beginning
many accomplishments of
contemporaries? You should not to awaken the American people is
the fact that the open, undisguised
think of yourself as being in the
of nature of the Communist enemy is
declining years, your source
Your becoming increasingly clear to
.
untapped
still
is
strength
those who want to see. Christ
powers are limitless.

as he
not years; said, "There is hone so blindwho
"We live in deeds,
do
who will not see." Those
breaths;
not
thoughts,
In
shadows on a now see what Communism ts are
In feelings, not in
truly Mot
Mar.—Saki

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH

PA
If
"sr

Homer E.

Johns, Minister

I It is a Church With Aggressive Leadership:
fi
A sincere and dynamic Gospel message is in evidence
every worship service.
Its music program is second to none.
ding, exIts pastoral ministry is one of sympathetic understan
perienced and trained in the art of counseling, and available
day and night.
g program of
II It is a church with an effective and expandin
Christian education:
I. A graded Sunday School for every age group.
teachers.
2. Dedicated - Trained - and Competent staff of
cen3. The best teaching materials available are used - Bible
tered and sound Theological Teachings.

4. The Youth Program is Growing:
(a) Sunday morning classes.
(b) Sunday Evening Fellowship for Juniors, Junior Highs
Senior Highs.
(e) Graded Choir School for all ages.

and

FULTON, KENTUCKY
(d) Weekly "Fun Night".
5. Wednesday Evening Program:
Bible Study — Studies in Christian Living — Study in Family
Life and Development — Theological Studies (Beginning in
September).
111 It is a Missionary Church:
1. A well rounded program of Christian Missions is supported,
it is growing.
2. Missionary Education is not an elective, but a year-round
program.
IV A Dynamic Woman's Society of Christian Service:
Seven Circles and Two Wesleyan Service Guilds.
V It is a Friendly Church:
1. An inspiring spiritual atmosphere.
2. Our friendly greeting comes from the heart.

SUNDAY SCHEDULE:
Morning Worship 9:55 A. M.

Sunday School 9:00 A. M.
Youth Fellowship 6:00 P. M.

Evening Worship 7:15 P. M.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 4724951
Fulton

THE. CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 236-2633

MARINE OIL COMPANY

crry DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton,

Ky,

West State Line

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-9084

Hornbeak Funeral Horne
Oxygen-equipped ambulance,
302 Carr St.

Dial 472-1412

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers

Phone 472.1303

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

Fulton Insurance Agency
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
Sire us for all your Insurance needs
Phone 472-1341
231 Mein St.

PURE MILK COMPANY
At th• store or at your door
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472.3311

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Union CRY, TernHickman, Ky.
South Puffer% TOM,

Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-133,

Hickman - Fulton Co's. B.E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrical/1r"
Hickman, Ky.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. I.
Kentucky Are., Fulton Phone 472.147.

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Putter. mad South Fulton

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"
Lake Street

Dial 472-2471

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antigua'

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Privats dining for 150

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Phone 479 W73
Broadway Si,

218 Commercial Ave.
Photos en this page courtesy Gardner's Studio,
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DEATHS

VETS' AIDE COMING!

HOSPITAL NEWS

Happy Birthday SGT. Carlton
Awarded Star
For Bravery

H. S. Miles, contact representative of the Kentucky Disabled ExService Men's Board, will be at the
The following were patients in Fulton Chamber of Commerce
The News takes pleasure in wishFulton Hospitals on Wednesday, from 9 a. rib. until 3 p. m. on Aug- ing "Happy Birthdfay" to the folDear Friends:
Funeral services for William H. August 3rd:
ust 12, to assist veterans and their lowing friends:
Creason were held Monday afterdependents with claims for beneYou'll never know how much we
August 5: Robert Cooper, Mrs.
noon, August 1, at the family resifits due them as a result of their
Sgt. Fielder L. Carlton, brother
enjoyed our stay in your lovely
Sonny Puckett, Thomas W. Hopdence in Mayfield, with Rev. HowHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
military service.
,
twin cities, and appreciate the
kins, Patricia Harris; August 7: of Richard Carlton of Union City,
ard Baxter officiating. Burial, in
Miss Kate Foy, Paul Ward, Mrs.
and
many kindnesses of so many peoMrs. Terry Bethel of Dukedom,
Chad
Argo,
Deborah
Beard, Joy
"Some older persons are having charge of Byrn Funeral Home, was James Kell, Ben Martin,
ple, and the dinner at the Country
Dewitt
Jones, Glenna Vetter; August 8: Tenn., a former Obion county
in Highland Park Cemetery.
GET WELL SOONI
Ramsey, Mrs. Rose Allred, Mrs.
resident
Club is definitely the high light of difficulty paying the full $9 Mediwas awarded the Bronze
Lester Brown, Dee Ann Homra,
cal insurance premium", Charles
Mr. Creason, 68, was a promi- Ray Williams and
our vacation. Thanks
baby, Mack
Get well wishes are being ex- Loris Huffine, Carmen Weaks; Star for heroism while in action
beyond
Whitaker, Paducah District Social nent resident of Mayfield and was Ryan, Mrs. Vernon Robey,
words.
Miss tended to Don Braswell who is a August 9: Nancy Bagwell, Lee Ann- against the enemy in South Viet
Security manager, reported today. the owner of Creason's Stipply Bonnie Bradley, J.
Nan.
Hales, Ful- patient in the William Bowld Hos- Reams, Jim Williams;
Howard has returned to Ecuador
"Though the prentium notice Company there. He died Saturday, ton; Mrs. Jewell Greer, L. A. pital in Memphis. Don was taken
August 10: John Henson, Jr.,
Sgt. Carlton is the son of Mr.
July 30,"Th Baptist Memorial Hos- Spraberry,
(last week), and I am now waiting mailed to Medicare
South Fulton; William there for treatment last week. His DeWitt Matthews, -Susan Maynard, and Mrs. J. F. Carlton
eligibles reof Tarpon
pital at Memphis, following a brief Prince,
for a ship, which will leave some- quested
Mrs. Robert Sullivan, wife, Health Nurse Gerri Braswell Carol Ann Poyner; August 11: Springs,
a $9 payment to cover
Florida and formerly of
time within the next three days.
Clinton; Mrs, Jack Vaden, Max is at his bedside. His room
three months, a payment of $3 (for illness.
Brenda Barker, Larry Faulkner, the Kenton highway.
number
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Britt, Ray Jones, Mrs. Sallie is 529-B, 921 Court
one month), or $6 (for two months)
David Easterwood, David Glenn
Avenue.
Hasta La vista,
Sgt. Carlton received the medal
is acceptable", Whitaker said. The Ilelen Browder Creason, formerly Grady, Wingo; Mrs. Loyd HenderPuckett, Mrs. George Speight,
.in conection with a battle last Noof
Fulton;
son,
two
sons,
Mrs.
premium
William H.
Thomas Hicks, CrutchSteve Walker.
notice and a check or
Doris Oeder
vember in the la Drang Valley in
money order showing "Social Se- Creason, Jr., of Naples, Fla. and field; Mrs. Don Gillium, Dukedom;
F. C. REDDICK IS 96
which several members of his
curity - Medical Insurance" (and Robert B. Creason of Mayfield; one Mrs. Norma Amberg, HickTan;
company
were wounded and lay in
"THAT
GIRL
daughter,
IN
Mrs.
YOUR MIRROR"
John T. Brown of Mrs. Wynona Dowdy, Water Valclaim number), should be mailed
F. C. Reddick celebrated his
SCOUTS TEST SKILL
positions vulnerable to
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Ever- ley; Mrs. May Elgin, East Prairie, Birthday Monday at the Parkway
heavy
Local Boy Spouts who will travel to the Social Security payment
Vonda
Kay
Van
enemy
Dyke
has writfire.
Manor Nursing Home. Mr. Redto the Philmont Scout Ranch in center in the return envelope fur- ett Clayton and Mrs. Jessie Wells Mo.; David Elliott, )1,•mphis.
ten an inspiring book entitled
dick is the father of Ruth Scott,
New Mexico for a 12-day camp- nished with the notice. Premiums of Nashville, and nine grandchil"That Girl in Your Mirror", pubHappy Birthday sir, and here is a
ing trip on the slopes of the Sangre may also be paid at the local social dren. He was the brother-in-law of
lished by Revell. Vonda Kay, a
EPILEPSY SEMINAR
Mrs.
Clyde
Williams,
wish for many more memorable
Sr.,
Fulsecurity
of
office.
FULTON
HOSPITAL
de Cristo Range of the Rocky
former Miss America and an hondays.
The
"Hospital Insurance," he con- ton.
first seminar on epilepsy in
Mountain chain are Buddy Hefley,
ored guest at the second InternaMrs. Douglas
McGowen and
Steve Fly, Jim Powers and Ran- tinued, "requires no premium paytional Banana Festival became the Kentucky -will be held September
baby, Mrs. Maud Dedmon, Mrs.
dall Burchani. They will test their ment and almost everyone age 65
bride of Dr. C. Andrew Laird of 24, in the Terrace Room of the
Era mien, Mrs. Grace Griffin,
camping skills including carrying or over is eligible. Only those who
Los Angeles, last week. The cere- Kentucky Hotel in Louisville startMrs. Doris Lacewell, Mrs. Myrtle
RECRUIT TRAINEE
and cooking their own food.
enrolled and agreed to pay a $3
mony was performed in Phoenix, ing at 9:00 A. M. Inquiries conFuneral services for Bates Pen- O'Brien, Mrs. Clarence Caldwell,
cerning the seminar may be diper month premium have Medical
John C. Rice, son of Mr. and Arizona.
tecost were held last Thursday Mrs. Bud Matheny, Mrs. Lucille
rected
Insurance protection."
Jack C. Barnett, Seminar
Mrs. Charles Rice would like to
mi
28, in the Anderson Funeral Caldwell, Mrs. Hubert Bolton,
July
SO WHAT?
Chairman,
1025
If he gets confused about the two
hear from his friends while he is Subscribe
To The News Louisville, Ky, Trefillian Way,
Home at Dresden, with Rev. Har- Frank Gibbs, Eddie Mosley, Mrs.
Daniel Boone called his favorite Medicare plans,
in
recruit
training
at
Whitaker suggest- vey Smith
San Diego.
David Collier, Roy Davis, Fulton;
of
Dresden
rifle the "Ticklicker."
officiating.
ed that an eligible person keep in
A. G. Windsor, South Fulton; Jess His address is: SF John C. Rice,
Burial was in Sunset Cemetery.
mind that he must be in (or, reWry, Route 1, Fulton; J. C. Taylor, B312402 USN, Co. 398; Recruit
Mr. Pentecost, 87, was a retired Route 4,
cently have been in) a hospital to
Fulton; Mrs. Lorene Training Command; U. S. Naval
receive Hospital Insurance bene- farmer of Weakley County. He died Rushing, Martin; Mrs. Paul Myatt Training Command; San Diego,
in
Parkway
Manor
Nursing Home and baby, Route
fits. However, no hospitalization is
4, Martin; Earl California 92133.
required for receipt of Medical In- iii Fulton on July 26. He was born McNatt, Route 3, Martin; Bobby
In Operation 66 Years
Attention A&Il Salesmen, is your
in Palmersville, the son of the late Wiggins,
surance benefits. '
Mrs. James Martin and
income satisfactory? If not, we
RAYBURN LIBRARY VISIT
'
Tom and Julia Ann Pentecost and baby, Mrs.
Large
Display •
John
Medical
McAlister,
Insurance
Water
covers fees was one of eight children.
have openings in your area for
He
'Well Lighted At Night •
representatives. Let us show you for doctors' services in the home, farmed until 1945 in Weakley Valley; Mack Brown, Route 1, Mr. and Mrs. Noel Barnes of Ful• Open Sunday Afternoons
the way to more income!!! Write his office, a clinic or hospital out- County, then moved to Dresden. Water Valley; Mrs. Floyd Cobb, ton visited the Sam Rayburn LiP. 0. Box 422, Madisonville, Ky., patient department, and in a hos- Ile had made his home with his Crutchfield; Mrs. Weldon Crews, brary in Bonham, Texas recently.
Route
1,
pital,
Wing();
including
John
Jones,
non-Me
The
library
features a replica of
dicare hos- son, T. D. l'entecost, in Union City
or phone 821-1440.
Route 2, Wingo; Lewis Barnes, the office Mr. Rayburn occupied
13. Powers
pitals. It also covers such things
since 1956 until he entered the Cayce; Mrs,
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Fulton
Fred Evans, Route 4, in the Capitol as Speaker of the
rv ANTENNAS: We Install — as: laboratory tests; X-days; am- nursing
home. His wife preceded Union City;
Phone
472-18c"
bulance
Mrs.
services;
Fred
O'Neal, United States House of Representfrade-repair and move. Get our
artificial legs, him in death in 1957.
Phone 235-2293
Green
Greenfield, Tenn.
Mrs. Buford Walker, Clintca.
prices. We service all makes TV. arms and eyes. More details about
atives.
In addition to his son, he is surPhone 472-3643. Roper Television. the services and conditions for payments are given in the Medicare vived by one grandson, Joe PenteFOR RENT: Floor sanding ma - Handbook each beneficiary should cost; one sister, Mrs. Mattie Mactar of Martin, and three brothers,
thine and electric floor polisher have received by now.
Cayce and Jack Pentecost of Dresind electric vacuum cleaner. ExPersons who have questions, did
den and Mount Pentecost of Marchange Furniture Co.
not receive their handbook, or who
tin.
need assistance in claiming benefits can get help, Whitaker said,
WE RENT - - at their nearest social security office.
The Paducah office is located at
James Marvin Hendrix, Route 3,
Hospital bets
112 South 10th Street and remains Fulton. died early
Wednesday
open on Thursday until 9:00 p. m. morning, August 3, in Kennedy
Baby beds
Veterans Hospital in Memphis, folVacuum Cleaners
lowing a long illness.
LOCAL SERVICE!
Funeral services will be held at
Floor polishers
o'clock tomorrow (Friday) aftwo
The Kentucky Mental Health
ternoon in the Oak Grove Church
WADE FURN. CO.
Planning Commission has recomof Christ, with burial in the church
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky. mended that the State encourage cemetery. Hornbeak Funeral Home
local services for treatment of
is in charge of arrangements.
mental illness and retardation.
Mr. Hendrix, 57, was born in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
Labern and Lydia McClain Hendrix. A veteran of World War II
and a former groundman electrician and farmer, he was retired.
offers
In 1930 he was married in South
Fulton to Miss Lottie Grissom, who
Prompt, courteous ambulance service.
survives.
Full credit on Tennessee Burial Policies.
Other survivors are three brothers, Roy Hendrix of Paducah,
Enlarged, re-decorated, and air conditioned
chapel
Dell Hendrix of Alton, Ill., and
Emerson Hendrix; also, three sisTEL. 472-2332
ters, Mrs. Samantha Frost and
James Shelton
Mrs. Mertis Jackson of East St.
Win Whitnel
Ronnie Shelton
Louis and Mrs. Jennie Powell of
Fulton.

Letters To Editor Many Elderly
Persons Can't
Pay Medicare

William H.Creason
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Greenfield Monument Works

CLASSIFIED ADS

J. M.Hendrix

Let's all go to the

FARM BUREAU

1

PICNIC

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

nis

OUR
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
FULTON COUNTY FARM BUREAU
• WE SUPPORT YOUR PROGRAM
• WE ADMIRE YOUR PROGRESS
• WE RESPECT YOUR LEADERSHIP
Lei's All Meet Al The Big Picnic

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10
Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church

CITY NATIONAL BANK
FULTON, KY.
MEMBER FDIC

FUN
TIME

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1966
BARBECUE LUNCH AT NOON
UNION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
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Bring The Family - -Bring Your Friends
Homemaking - 4-H - FFA Exhibits — Livestock Exhibits - Style
Show

WE SALUTE THE GOOD WORK OF OUR FARM FRIENDS

STOKES

OIL
PHONE 236-2725

CO.

STOKES CHEVROLET CO.
PHONE 236-2831
Highway 94 Weet
Hickman, Ky.
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There's Laughter In The Changing Times At 1938 Class Reunion
The 1938 graduating class of Fulton High School was delighted to
find out that J. T. Nanney was the
most bald headed man at the reunion held in Fulton last Friday
and Saturday. Dr. George Crafton
was discouraged -to find that he
had the largest waist line but Ronald "Buzz" Grogan was every inch
the proud father when he announced he had five children. Amusing
gifts were awarded to these outstanding (?) members of the class
-of 1938 and Bobby Snow also won
a prize for traveling farther to the
reunion than anyone else. This was
one time that Snow came out of
Florida, (in July no less)!
Attivities began at the Park Terrace, Friday afternoon when the
local class members greeted those
from out of town. Banana Festival
papers, Fulton High School kerchiefs, flower seed packets and
perfumed sachets were the souvenirs distributed to the happy group.
Friday night the Country Club
was the scene for a festive dinner
for the class members and their
families. Mrs. Anita Sue Pewitt Allen, one of the 55 people attending
the banquet, was the proud winner
of a country ham.
Saturday morning the group en-

joyed a Derby breakfast. The rest
of the day the class members
visited with their relatives and
friends in the area and rested for
the main festivities held at the
Park Terrace that night.
The reunion committee owes a
debt of gratitude to Elizabeth's
Shop, Clarice Shop, Fry Auto Parts,
Fulton Paint and Glass, H. I.
Siegel, Ferry Morse Seed, Joy
Lynn Florist, Billy & Ann's Florist
Shop, P. H. Weaks and the South
Side Drug for their help in planning such a memorable reunion.
The somber moments of Saturday evening were reflected in the
invocation by J. 0. Lewis and the
silent prayer led by Bobby Snow
for his classmates now deceased.
Those remembered in prayer and
honored in memory are Dane
Lovelace, Robert Alexander, Lillian Adams, L. H. Cooke, Herbert
Brady and Ellen Alexander McAlister.
Bobby Snow, the 1938 class president acted as master of ceremonies for the Saturday night event.
The entertainment presented by
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, featured
John Reed at the piano and Lee
Engel who sang and accompanied
himself on the baritone ukelele.

Lee is the son of class member
Mercedes Khourie Engel.
Teachers present for the evening
were Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis;
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Holland; Mr.
and Mrs. Mansfield Martin; Miss
Mary
Miss
Martin;
Pauline
Thompson; Mr. and Mrs. Cal
Killebrew; Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Butterworth; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Voelpel and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer.
Mrs. Dorothy Morris McKnight,
Mrs. Nell Buckingham Newton,
Mrs. Dorothy Nell Thompson Burton and W. L. Holland were the
excited door prize winers.
In the midst of the festivities,
John Ray Allison called from 20311
South West Birch St., Santa Anna,
California - to express his regret
that he could not be with his 28
class mates attending the reunion.
Assembly notes were produced
from the 1938 archives by W. L.
Holland and read amidst gales of
Miss
Miss
Martin,
laughter.
Thompson and Mr. Lewis made interesting brief talks to the as.
sembled group of 66 in attendance.
The speakers table was high
lighted with a beautiful floral center piece sent by Rebecca Boaz
Adams, 5 Ashwood Drive, Iowa
City, Iowa, a thoughful class mem-
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nue, Muscle Shoals, Ala. 35660;
ber unable to attend.
Group pictures were taken by Mrs. William Allen (Louise HerMarty Eakin and shoes were re- ron), Marion, Ky. 42064; Ronald E.
moved so that heights would vary Grogan, 55112 Monroe Drive, Roand all the faces would be visible. chester, Mich. 48063; Mary Zou AlA merry mix-up followed when the len, Box 162, Ft. Knox, Ky.; SFC
ladies tried to retrieve their shoes, Mary McCrite, WAC Detachment,
another laughing moment of a Ft. Rucker, Ala., 36352; Jack Parkweek-end filled with joy, excite- er, 1026 filth St., St. Petersburg,
Fla.; Mrs. Joe Conroy (Kathryn
ment and poignant memories.
It has been requested that the Homra) 1219 Bates Court, Louisville,
Ky.; Mrs. Agnes Jones,
of
memeach
names and addresses
ber attending the reunion be in- (Agnes Wilkins) 3012 1-2 S. Third
cluded in this article for this issue St., Louisville, Ky. and Mrs. Bill
of The News is being mailed to Maas (Dorothy Swiggart) 1400
each class member who attended Woodridge, Deerfield, Illinois.
Fulton class members are: Mrs.
the reunion.
Mrs. Bob Covington (Anna L. Eugene Hoodenpyle (Jill Watts)
507
Green St.; Mrs. Eddie L. Engel
Park,
Burnett) 3151 Kingston
Knoxville, Tenn.; Dr. George B. (Mercedes Khourie) 507 Arch St.;
Crafton 405 Hillwood Drive, Nash- Mrs. James Browder (Anita Gholville, Tenn. 37205; Mrs. H. Nelson son) Rt. 1; James T. Nanney, Dog(Winna F. Price) 11013 Dale St., wood Lane; Mrs. Guy Fry (Martha
Warren, Mich.; Mrs. Tom Harrison H. Merryman) 304 West St.; Mrs.
(Maurene Taylor) Rt, 4 Box 127A, W. R. Cate (Lillian Cooke) 410 3rd
Florence, Ala. 35632: Mrs. Robert St.; Mrs. Robert Polsgrove (Anna
Koeling (Peggy Williams) 9430 Kupfer) 404 Vancil; Mrs. H. P. AlShoreview Drive, Dallas, Texas; len (Anita Sue Pewitt) ForrestRobert Koeling, 9430 Shoreview Dr. dale; Mrs. C. H. Newton, (Nell
Dallas, Texas; Robert Snow, 1007 Buckingham) Forrestdale; Mrs.
South 7 St., Ft. Pierce, Fla., 33450; H. L. llilstead, (Mary N. Damron)
Mrs. Preston Burton (Dorothy N. 610 Green St.; and Mrs. Max McThompson) Beaumont, Martin, Knight (Dorothy Morris) The
Tenn.; W. I. Shupe, 1602 Fort Ave- Highlands.

Miss Sara Kathryn Akers

Miss Akers, Mr. Thomas Brady Plan
August Wedding In Louisville, Ky.

5-2293

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Jay Akers of Anderson, Indiana, announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Sara Kathryn Akers, to Mr. Thomas Eugene Brady of
Louisville, Ky., son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brady of
Fulton. The wedding will be solemnized August 20 in
Lynn Acres Baptist Church in Louisville.
-Miss Akers holds AB and MS degrees in Library Science from the
University of Kentucky. She is a
member of the.American Association of University Women and the
Order of Eastern Star. She is an
officer in the Kentucky Association
of School of Librarians and in the
Central Kentucky Association of
School Librarians. She has taught
in the Lexington, Ky. city schools
and has been a faculty member
of Eastern Kentucky University of
Richmond this summer. She will

he librarian in Durrett High Schoo'
iit Louisville this fall.
Mr. Brady graduated from Ful
Ian High School and received hi,
BS degree from Murray State Uni
versity. He is enrolled in graduat(
school in the University of Missour
and is a member of the Americai
Association of Physics Teachers
Ile is associated with the Corona&
Realty Company in Louisville an(
is a member of the faculty o
Southern High School in Jeffersoi
County.

Final Plans For Binford-Nanney
Wedding Are Made Known Today
From left to right, they are: Mary Nell Dawson Mil.
Fulton High School class of 1938 reunited again after 23 years happily pose for the camera.(Note the extra shoes!)
Swiggart Maas; Mary Zou Allen; Winne Price Nelson.
steed; Kathryn Homra Conroy; M•rifta Merrym•n Fry; Dorothy Morris McKnight; Am. Kupfer Polsgrove; Dorothy
Keeling; Joy Watts Hoodenpyle; Mary McCrite; Lillian
Second row: Nell Buckingham Newton; Dorothy Nell Thompson Burton; Mercedes Kho uric Engel; Peggy Williams
Anita Pewitt Allen; Robert Keeling; W. I. Sturm);
Crofton;
Boyd
George
Dr.
Covington;
Burnettri
Laurie
Anna
row:
Third
Cooke Cate; Agnes Wilkins Jones; and Ronald Grogan.
Jerk Parker; Robert Snow and James T. Nanney.

Carrot Barnard Is
Now "Paint Expert"
Carrol Barnard, Manager of
Southern States Fulton Cooperative at Fulton has just returned
from a two-day paint school conducted by Southern States Cooperative for its personnel at Louisville,
Ky.
The session covered all aspects
of painting including paint mertechniques, proper
chandiring
paint recommendations, preparation of surfaces to be painted and
actual painting.
The school was one of four held
by the cooperative in its five-state

WELCOME STERLINGS

Keneth Sterling, manager of the
C B & 0 Tire Company has moved
to South Fulton, from Union City,
Tenessee. Barbara and the three
Murray State University will ofchildren have been so busy getting fer eight courses during its short
settled in their new home at 305 session Aug. 8-26, Dean William G.
Forrestdale that they all decided a Nash has announced.
vacation was desirable and left last
Registration for the short-session
week for Hollywood, Florida.
courses will be at 1 p. m., August
8, in the Administration Building.
AT CONFERENCE
Courses to be offered include
Four vocational educators from Education 320, "Driver EducaFulton County attended the four- tion I"; Education 519, "Driver
Education 521,
day conference this week in Lex- Education II";
ington. Attending were Myrtle "Teaching Conservation"; EngDavis and Mary DeMyer, Home lish 303, "English Literature,
Economics Education; Ralph Bugg 1350-1760"; English 506, "English
and Robert H. Shaw, Vocational Literature, 1832-1880"; History 501,
"World History, 1870-1920"; BusiAgriculture Education.
ness 561, "Transportation"; and
Psychology 583, "Mental Hygiene."

Just naturally good I

SPEAS
VINEGA

PURE APPLE CIDER OR DISTILLED

'say gYEAg
— please!
tO
FREE!

Murray University
Offering 8 Courses

Mosso booklet "Why
Didn't Someone Toll Me About All
en Uses for Vinegar?" Write SPEAS
MPANY, 2400 McMinn M.
non City, Mo.

Local Chapter
Of U-KATS Is
Formed Here

Mr. and Mrs. I.arry Biniord have
completed arrangements for the
Nedding of their daughter Joyce to
Mr. Paul Warren Nanney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nanney.

Ti-RAT business meetings. The
U-RAT member will also receive a
bumper tag and a newsletter stating the athletic situations both at
the state level and at the University of Kentucky level.

Area Students Getting
Degrees From Murray'

Mr. Nanney a, best man. Usher
will be Danny Robbins. and Bute'
Sandling of Fulton; Ralph Burchet
of Princetorr, Ky. and Glenn Stang
land of Larwill, Indiana.
Little Tammie Hicks, cousin o
the bride will be the flower gir
and young Jeffery Nanney, brothe
of the groom will serve as rin;
bearer.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Binford
the grand-parents of the bride, Mr
and Mrs. Cecil Binford will entet
lain immediately following th
wedding with a reception in th
Fellowship Hall of the Mt. Zio
Church. Assisting at the receptio:
will be Mrs. Dany Robbins, Mrs
Butch Sandling, Miss Sherrie Ell:
oft all of Fulton and Mrs. Jay Hama Pans, Illinois and Mrs. Nicke.
Cloyes of Paducah.

The wedding will be solemnized
of
in the First Methodist Church
Fulton, Sunday, August 7, at 4:00
p. no. The Rev. J. L. Leggett will
officiate at the double ring ceremony assisted by Rev. Frank
Blain.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp will be the
soloist accompanied by Mrs. Bobby
Rhodes, organist. They will present
program of traditional nuptial
music.
Mrs. Kenneth Leggett, twin sister of the bride, will serve as matron of honor. The Misses Julie
Binford, Katie Walker, Diana Binford and Billie Henson will serve
Friends and relatives of th
as bridesmaids.
couple are invited to attend di)
Jim Burton of Fulton will attend wedding and reception.

University of Kentucky coaches
Charlie Pell and Leon Fuller met
in Fulton on July 22, to law the
foundation for a local chapter of
Dr. James Franklin Rogers, staff
13-RATS.
member of the United States Of.
Wally English, quarterback
of Education will speak at the
fire
coach for the University of KenCommencement exercises
tucky Wild Cats appeared before Summer
to be held at Murray State Univerthe Rotary Club lest yoetriey
5, in the University
August
sity,
and showed a film to high light Auditorium at 3:00 p. m.
message on
his informative
Fulton County students to reU-KATS.
ceive degrees are Alan Benedict,
In spite of Fulton's population Joyce Binford, Lois Birk, Joe BlinYouli Say they're cielictausd
as compared to the metropolitan, coe (M. A.), Mary Lynn Busts-art
the local club is among the top Hyland (M. A.), Billy Don Cherry,
three or four clubs In Kentucky Patsy Green, Thomas Latta, Leila
in the procurement of member- LeCornu, Barbara Owen ,and
PALMER REUNION
The "Hub of the Ozarks" in ships ot U-KATS.
Catherine Thompson (M. A.). DeHarrison, Arkansas was the site
U-RATS or the University of grees will also be given to John
Fulton. Ky.
Lae Street
for a recent reunion of the family Kentucky Athletic Team Support- Durden and Jimmie Kirby of Hickof the late Mr. and Mrs. W. K. ers, Incorporated is a non-profit man County.
Palmer. Thirty-three of the 41 organization founded for the pur•
•
members joined in the reunion fes- pose of boosting the UK athletic
tivities. A son, Lorenzo Palmer, program and the improvement of
Route 3, Fulton, attended the re- athletics at primary and secondunion accompanied by his wife.
ary levels in Kentucky.
The membership is composed of
persons over 21 sincerely interested
HOLLAND PROMOTION
purposes of the organization.
Bill Holland, formerly of Fulton in the
dues have been set at
has been promoted to district Membership
and a goal of 60 memmanager of the Air Products and $10 a year
been established.
Chemical Inc., office at Little bers has interested in joining may
Those
Rock, Ark. His wife Ruth and their
Hunt, John Joe
Herbie
daughters Kim and Kelly have Oontact
Bill Fossett, Dr. R. W.
been visiting this week with his Campbell,
Dr. Glynn Bushart, David
parents Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holland Bushart, Charlie Thomas, Felix
(Green Lobel)
and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Homra,
Gossum, Jimmy Weaka or Frank
A. House of Clinton.
Years Old
McCann.
90 PROOF
Members not only will pride
GOLF ASSOCIATION NEWS
themselves in watching Kentucky
Three out of five in the Kentucky athletics grow and improve due to
State Golf Association ranks for the work of U-KATS but they will
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Better Bottle of Bourbon!
Section 1 are Max McDade, Pat also have a membership card enNaney and Jasper Vowell, all of titling the bearer to attend 15K
emu=
No MOTTLAD MY MIAMI MILL DISTILLERIES, INC., BARDSTOWN, NELSON, COUNTY, KENTUCKY
football practices and vote in

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
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WHAT IS THE TRUTH

THE NASHVILLE TENNESSEAN, NOW T aYING TO CRUCIFY BUFORD ELLINGTON ON A CROSS OF POLITICS, HAD A DIFFERENT OPINION OF HIM WHEN
ONE OF ITS POLITICAL WRITERS, WAYNE WHITT, POINTED TO GOV, ELLINGTON'S FINE RECORD AS GOVERNOR AND TO THE FACT THAT HE HAD KEPT HIS
PROMISES AND WAS A MAN OF HIS WORD.THIS WAS ON SUNDAY,JUNE 3, 1962,
WHEN ELLINGTON'S TERM AS GOVERNOR WAS NEARING ITS END.
THROUGH ITS CAPITOL HILL WRITER THE TENNESSEAN SAID:
AMONG THE THINGS HE (ELLINGTON) PROMI7ED WAS NOT TO RAISE
TAXES, TO DO WHATEVER HE COULD TO AID IN THE RECRUITMENT OF NEW
INDUSTRY FOR THE STATE, TO UNDERTAKE A STREAMLINING OF THE STATE
GOVERNMENT IN THE INTEREST OF EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY.
"HIS TERM IS JUST ABOUT UP."
AND A STUDY OF THE RECORD HE WILL LEAVE BEHIND SHOWS THAT HE
HAS LIVED UP TO PRACTICALLY EVERY PROMISE HE MADE.
"ELLINGTON HAS NOT RAISED TAXES. MANY NEW PLANTS AND FACTORIES HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTED IN TENNESSEE DURING THE PAST FOUR
YEARS AND THE ELLINGTON ADMINIST TATION HAS BEEN AGGRESSIVE IN ITS
EFFORT TO ATTRACT INDUSTRY TO TENNESSEE. ONE OF THE FIRST BILLS
PASSED IN THE 1959 LEGISLATURE...ELLINGTON'S FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY ... WAS A BILL CONSOLIDATING MANY DEPARTMENTS AND DIVISIONS
OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT."
IN THE SAME ARTICLE THE NEWSPAPER STATES THAT THE "ONLY PROMISE IN ELLINGTON'S OPENING SPEECH THAT HAS NOT BEEN CARRIED OUT IS
THE ONE TO ESTABLISH FIELD SECRETARIES TO REPRESENT THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE STATE ... THE FIELD SECRETARY IDEA
WAS DISCARDED SOON AFTER ELLINGTON TOOK OFFICE. THE REASON WAS
SIMPLE... THE PEOPLE DIDN'T TAKE TO THE FIELD SECRETARY ..,THEY
DIDN'T WANT TO GO THROUGH A MIDDLE MAN."
AND FINALLY THE ARTICLE STATES:
"DURING THE PAST FOUR YEARS,ELLINGTON HAS DEMONSTRATED THAT
A CANDIDATE CAN FULFILL CAMPAIGN PROMISES. THOUGH HE DID NOT ESTABLISH FIEL6 SECRETARIES, HE GAVE UP ONLY WHEN HE FOUND THE PEOPLE WOULD NOT ACCEPT THEM.
"AS HE LEAVES OFFICE, GOV. ELLINGTON WILL LEAVE A BATTING AVERAGE THAT IS VERY HIGH AS FAR AS KEEPING PROMISES IS CONCERNED."
FIVE MONTHS LATER AS GOV. ELLINGTON WAS PREPARING TO LEAVE OFFICE, JOE HATCHER, FOR GOOD REASONS OFTEN CALLED THE HATCHET MAN
FOR THE TENNESSEAN,LAID ASIDE THE HATCHET AND PAID GOV. ELLINGTON THIS WELL DESERVED TRIBUTE.
"THE OFFICE OF GOVERNOR IN TENNESSEE HAS NEVER BEEN A STEPPING
STONE FOR POLITICAL PREFERMENT. MOST GOVERNORS LEAVE THE OFFICE
MUCH MORE UNPOPULAR THAN WHEN THEY WENT IN.

"GOVERNOR ELLINGTON IS AN EXCEPTION - - - MAYBE THE MOST PRONOUNCED IN THIS 201h CENTURY.
HISTORY IS ONE-SIDELY AGAINST A GOVERNOR LEAVING OFFICE DRIPPING WITH POPULARITY. THUS GOV. ELLINGTON'S MOVE FROM THE OFFICE
INTO THAT OF A VICE PRESIDENT OF THE L & N RAILROAD ATTESTS TO HIS
WIDESPREAD POPULARITY AS HE LEAVES THAT OFFICE. HE CERTAINLY ENTERED THE OFFICE AS ONE OF THE LEAST POPULAR NEW GOVERNORS, WITH
ONLY A BIT MORE THAN 32 PER CENT OF THE VOTE GIVING HIM THE NOMINATION."BUT ELLINGTON HAS MADE THE MOST OF HIS ASSETS. HE BECAME
A "MODERATE" ON TAKING OFFICE, AND HAS AVOIDED THE TURMOIL AND
STRIFE OVER INTERGRATION. HE ADHERED STRICTLY TO HIS WORD AGAINST
INCREASING TAXES. HE HAS PROVIDED SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE THE INDUSTRIAL AS WELL AS THE AGRICULTURAL WELFARE IN THE STATE, AND THESE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS ARE REFLECTED IN THE MAJOR INCREASES IN TAX.
"IN THE REALM OF "IF" ODDS ARE THAT GOV.ELLINGTON COULD HAVE
BEEN ELECTED OVERWHELMINGLY HAD HE BEEN ELIGIBLE FOR ANOTHER
TERM AS GOVERNOR."
YET THIS IS THE SAME MAN THAT THE TENNESSEAN HAS CRITICIZED,
ABUSED AND CONDEMNED, AND FOR WHAT? THAT NEWSPAPER NOW ACCUSES ELLINGTON OF BEING A "DO-NOTHING" GOVERNOR YET IT PRAISED
HIM FOR HIS RECORD WHEN HE WAS COMPLETING HIS TERM AS GOVERNOR.
IT ACCUSES HIM OF A LONG TRAIL OF BROKEN PROMISES, YET FOUR YEARS
AGO IT WAS POINTING OUT THAT HE WAS A MAN OF HIS WORD AND HAD
BROKEN ONLY ONE PROMISE AND THAT INVOLVED FIELD SECRETARIES
WHICH THE PEOPLE DIDN'T WANT. IT NOW CRITICIZES HIM FOR SERVING AS
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE L & N AND YET FOUR YEARS AGO, EDTORIAL COLUMNIST HATCHER, WRITING FOR THE TENNESSEAN, SAID THE RAILROAD
VICE PRESIDENT ATTESTED TO ELLINGTON POPULARITY: THE` NEWSPAPER
NOW SAYS THAT ELLINGTON DRAGGED HIS FEET IN REGARD TO INDUSTRIES
COMING TO THE STATE, YET FOUR YEARS AGO ITS POLITICAL- WRITER DESCRIBED GOV. ELLINGTON AS BEING "AGGRESSIVE" IN HIS 'EFFORTS TO
BRING INDUSTRY TO TENNESSEE.
THE TENNESSEAN NOW CHARGES THAT ELLINGTON WAS LAX IN SEEING
THAT TAXES WERE COLLECTED ON A FAIR BASIS,YET FOUR YEARS AGO THE
SAME PAPER PRAISED HIM FOR STRICT TAX COLLECTIONS.
COMPARING THE TENNESSEAN'S POLITICAL VIEWS ABOUT GOV. ELLINGTON AS PRESENT CANDIDATE AND AS GOVERNOR FOR FOUR YEARS IN WHICH
ALMOST HIS EVERY POLITICAL MOVE WAS PRAISED, ONE IS REMINDED OF
PONTIUS PILATE'S QUESTION:

"WHAT IS THE TRUTH?"

ELLINGTON'S OPPONENT HAS SAID; QUOTE - "I WILL SPEED UP THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY
PROGRAM." WHAT HAS HE SAID ABOUT RURAL AND SECONDARY ROADS?
ELLINGTON SAID "THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY PROGRAM IS ON SCHEDULE AND I WILL KEEP IT THAT WAY - - I WILL DO
MORE FOR ROADS THAN THAT. I WILL SPEED UP THE RURAL AND SECONDARY FEEDER ROAD SYSTEM."
ELLINGTON STICKS TO WHAT HE SAYS. A MAN OF HIS WORD
DO SOMETHING FOR YOURSELF AND THE GREAT STATE OF TENNESSEE.
VOTE FOR BUFORD ELLINGTON FOR GOVERNOR AUGUST 4th.

ELLINGTON
The man of his word.

Queen Bizwell
To Represent
RECC At Fair

Clinton

• PIERCE STATION

FHA

Office

1Rsta Charles Lowe

Is In New Location
The revival begins at Johnson's
Grove Wednesday night, August
3, and will continue through the
12th. Rev. Robert Foster, of Fulton, will do the preaching, with
services at night only. Rev. James
Holt, the new pastor, invites the
public to attend. Rev. Joe Wilson
preached Sunday morning and
night in the absence of Bro. Holt.

Miss Annette Bizwell, 18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bizwell,
Fulton, Route 4, was named Hickman-Fulton Counties RECC queen
at the annual meeting held Thursday night July 28. Miss Bizwell
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
will represent the Hickman-Fulton and family returned Friday Iraqi a
REPS' at the Kentucky State Fair vacation spent in Washington,
D. C. and other places of interest
August 23-24 at Louisville.
They spent Sunday in Memphis.
The lovely dark haired Miss BizMiss Ruby Griffin, of Harris,
well wore a green cotton twill,
street length sheath dress with a visited Mrs. Virginia Hay Sunday
white collar. The dress was made afternoon. Mrs. Edd Hay spent one
and designed by the talented Miss day last week with Virginia.
Miss Bizwell a Fulton County
High School graduate, received a
trophy and an all expense paid
trip to Louisville plus a $128.00
wardrobe. Miss Orene Rushing, 19,
of Clinton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elnaon Rushing was runnerup. Other contestants included
Sheila DeMyer of Fulton County
and Martha Hovenkamp of Bard.
well.

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Adams, of
Fulton, visited with Mrs. C. E.
Lowe Sunday afternoon, also Bro.
James Holt of Fulton visited Mrs.
Lowe.
Ben Jarrett Matthews is home
from the Veterans Hospital in
Memphis and is improving nicely.

Company's Coming-Got Roady
•

Of all the
great Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?

Mr. Raymond Hogue, counry supervisor, states that this agency
makes loans to senior citizens,
low-income families and those unable to obtain credit elsewhere on
terms which they are able to meet.

'Ptvros
With Jita PRYOR
Argle•byralSs.s Orb cooed 11•11•.•1

Miss Anna Lou Caldwell of McConnell, Weakley County Office
Clerk for the Farmers Home Administration, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Dresden, was recently
awarded wit a cash award of
$156.00 and with a Certificate of
Appreciation in recognition for sustained superior performance of
assigned duties for a period of
more than six months.
This recognition refelcts creditably on the Farmers Home Administration and the entire Federal service.
Miss Caldwell was commended
for the fine way in which she is
carrying out her responsibilities
and the manner in which she has
served rural people in Weakley
County
Miss Caldwell is a member of
the Fulton - South Fulton Band
PW Club.
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GONE IS THE HEMPI

RECC Names Three

Hemp production has virtually n.
role in Kentucky's present Oct,
New Board Members nomy, but in the mid-18008' th,
Commonwealth produced most o
The afloat business meeting of the hemp grown in the nation.
the Hickman-Fulton RECC was
held Thursday. July 28, at Hickman. Harvey Pewitt, Travis Nipp
and Arlie Grubbs were named directors to the board. William Harrison and A. A. Todd complete the
five man board. Out-of-town judges
selected the Hickman-Fulton RECC
queen, Miss Annette Bizwell and
entertainment was furnished by
Bobby Lord and members of the
Grand Ole Opry cast from Nashville.

FARM SAFETY YEAR
AROUND JOB
It is not necessary to be a farmThe National Safety Council deer to apply for an F. H. A. loan,
signates a week in July every year
Hogue said.
as Farm safety week. With the
coming harvest season, I would
like to stress Farm Safety now.
Ariennas Installed
It is the harvesting machines that
• AUSTIN SPRINGS take
Parts For All Electric
the heavy toll in accidents
By Mrs. Carey Ertel&
Even
year.
this season of the
though special emphasis has been
Shavers A,t:
on farm safety, I feel we
placed
his
filled
Rev. Russell Rodgers
a few items for acregular appointment at New Salem should look at
TELEVISION
in the fall.
ANDREWS
Baptist Church the past Sunday at cidents that occur
Each member of the farm family
Phone 472-3643
Main
11 a. m. and also at the evening
306
Company
Jewelry
on the lookout
service, following the BTU. Rev. should be always
hapit
before
even
Rodgers was engaged in a week's for an accident
major causes of
revival at the Ruthville Baptist pens. Among the
accidents are: drownChurch throughout the past week, deaths and
agricultural
machinery,
ings,
with services held at night only.
chemicals, falls, and motor veOBION COUNTY
On next Saturday, August 6, the hicles.
Joe Martin, County Agent
Drownings account for about 20
annual meeting at the Acree CemeUnion City, Tenn.
tery will convene at 10 a. m. The percent of the fatal accidents on
FOR TOM
communities.
many
all
urges
in
charge
lands
in
committee
farm
GUESS-SOIL TEST"
those who are interested to be on Fur this reason, those who own "DON'T
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
hand or send in their contributions. large farm ponds are urged to per15,862 tons of fertilizer was ap• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
swimming
caresupervised
the
pay
to
mit only
Funds are needed
plied to farms in Obion County
FARM LOANS
taker, Coredon Mitchell, who has with adequate life saving equip- during the year ending June 30 ac2011 MAIN STROUT
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
been very busy for the past year ment available. Many communities cording to a report recently resavlife
for
units
keeping the grounds. Any donation have emergency
by the Tennessee DepartFULTON, KENTUCKY
leased
will be appreciated by the commit- ing and these fellows do a wonder- ment of Agriculture. That is a lot
vomisarete
tee and by Mrs. LaVerne Windsor, ful job and are called upon often of fertilizer and the only scientific
who serves as secretary-treasurer. by all communities. I would say approach to the practical question
civic
a
for
avenue
an
is
here
that
how much fertilizer to
Mrs. Dave Mathis, of this village, minded group to follow. It isn't of what and
- "Don't Guess - Soil Test".
has improved quite a bit over a necessary for you to be close to a use is
tonnage applied to
Fertilizer
period of a few weeks now. Her large body of water to warrant
County farms increased__
friends will be glad to know of this such an emergency unit. They are Obion
tons during the last year but
improvement, due to the fact that used in all phases of live saving, 1,403
that's not the whole story because
she has been in declining health not just water accidents.
we are using a higher analysis of
for some time.
Machinery is the leading cause fertilizer each year. The amount of
in most
accidents
farm
fatal
of
plant food applied to our farms is
A good rain fell in this vicinity
If only operators would use increasing much faster than the
the past Friday, greatly bertefitting states.
the
by
provided
devices
tonnage of fertl'izer.
all crops and gardens. Ponds are the safety
of farm machinery, 845 soil samples have been subreplenished, pastures are revived manufacturers greatly reduced.
be
would
losses
mitted to the U. T. Agriculture
and grass is growing. Let me say again, machinery Extension Service Laboratory from
when
stopped
be
always
and
should
Frields
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Obion County since January 1,
LOUISVILLE, AUGUST 1847
son, Kerry, of Tullahoma, Tenn., worked on and should never be which still makes Obion County the
left Thursday for Detroit on va- ridden unless there is a scat pro- leading soil testing county in West
;
cation, where they will visit par- vided for another passenger or Tennessee. Almost all Obion Counworkman!
HastMrs.
Coyene
and
cooperate
Mr.
ents,
ty Fertilizer Dealers
Agriculture chemicals are being with the soil telling program by
ings, and family. 'Tis Kerry's first
visit to his Hastings grandparents more widely used every crop year paying the soil testing fee for their
This year, new dates! Ten big days. The kids are out of schoOl.
that
and this writer knows quite well and many of them are very dan- farm customers - SO WHY DON'T
And there's excitement waiting ... pioneer excitement
gerous if not used as directed. The YOU HAVE YOUR SOIL TESTED.
how he will enjoy his stay.
ranges from new rides on the midway, to new things to eat, to
to use in relaWe've all heard that farmers,
new sounds in music, to new developments in space. It's the
Rev. and Mrs. Carey Puckett and only safe method
to handle such like everyone else, must spend
Kentucky State Fair! Let yourself go!
daughter, Sherron, of Mayfield, tion to this fact is
to the direc- money to make money. This cervisited their mother, Mrs. Huse chemicals according
letter. The tainly applies to the use of lime
the
to
label,
the
on
tions
the
Mr.
McGuire
McCuire, and
manufacturers know' what their and fertilizers in Obion County.
past week and had a nice visit.
not do and
rFess Parker and World's
Our soils are among the most
Mrs. Zula Alderdice is reported product will and will
could not possibly responsive in the nation to good
Chatr,;..,3ship
• The T. Steiner
critically ill at the home of chil- you, the user,
rememJust
11111.
:
Horse Show
management and sound soil fertili& Rodeo
dren, ISO. and Mrs. Cecil Alder- know a safer method.
could
here,
cut
p
short
a
this,
ber
The biggest
° Pia Daniel Boone
ty practices.
dice, near Lynnville. There is no
show in the
life!
a
shorten
Kentucky
to
to
method
comes
t
best
the
is
test
"A soil
hope at this writing, we regret to
nation. with horses competin• foe
Falls are responsible for nearly increase the fertility status on infor the State Fair, with the Split- thousands in prizes. Chanip.ons
'
,
report
accidents on the dividual farms in the county".
Second excitement of champion. perfomhng every night . . . free
Over at the McGuire Cemetery half the fatal
afternoon matinees. Aug. 2227.
ship rodeo riding. Aug. 1921..
discourage dangerous
Just additional fertilizer or more
all people who have loved ones farm. First,
always lime is not the answer. The quesand
ladders
for
substitutes
secburied there will meet on the
in the home or barn tion is which kind of fertilizer.
ond Friday, August 12, for the keep stairs
c•C? N.
of obstructions. There are
,
On some soils the greatest repurpose of paying off the caretak- free
Olson
Star
All
and turns may result from time. On
accidents
of
causes
other
many
er, Glen Harrison. A job well done
, I 41'Ithat should be avoided other Soils the greatest return may
Footbai; Same, Shows
is reported to your writer, so won't hazards
between the City. Midway
as improper lighting of farm be from nitrogen, phosphate, potyou meet the committee in charge, such
School
County High
-the most -'-i
f)
vehicles for late afternoon or night ash or a combiantion of these ele.
41
.
• 4i
,,
I t.
All.Stars. Football
and your contribution will ceren
glittrig.
•
:-..
I feel we here in Kentucky ments. The question is which one
breathtaking
at its finest, played to benefit
tainly be appreciatetd by all and travel.
this
Illinois
Plow
at
tides
look
could do well to
,,des in America
the Kentucky Society for Crippled
and in what amount?
you will feel better to have met
year. Every Fair day,
highways in relation to farm veChildren. August 18.
More lime and fertilizer could
with all expenditures for the year
hicles. They required a RED FLAG be profitably used in Obion Coun1966.
4 feet above the driver or the ve- ty, but it must be applied in a
A series of meetings is in prohicle and it should be on a staff. sound and intelligent way to obtain
gress at the Knob Creek Church of
You would be surprised just how greatest results.
PLUS
Christ, State Line Road. Bro. Charfar this can be seen over a hill, to
A scientific approach to a practiles Wall is doing the preaching,
serve as a warning to all motorists. cal problem is: "DON'T GUESS AND PROGRAMS
ACTIVITIES
only.
at
night
held
TEENAGE
services
with
FREE!
SOIL TEST."
He and the members invite each
SHOOTING CONTEST
RIFLE
LONG
KY.
FREE!
and everyone to come and worship
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
IN COMPLIANCE
throughout this week.
FREE! AQUA HIGH DIVE THRILL SHOW
August 16 - Feeder Pig Sale Kentucky state mental hospitals
Richard McGuire, a former
Lexington.
FREE! COUNTRY MUSIC SPECTACULAR
citizen here, is very ill at his home have all complied with the Federal
August 17 - Feeder Pig Sale in Dresden, after having fallen a Civil Rights Act of 1965 and are
few months ago. There were no eligible to participate in the Health Brownsville.
Dollar-a-carload hours every day!
August 29 - September 3 - Obion
bones broken, but complications Insurance Benefits Program for
•
Fair.
County
comFaraboe,
have arisen and his family has no the Aged, Dr. Dale
hope. We regret to hear of his missioner of the Department of
Mental Health, reports.
critical illness.

SERVICE
REPAIRS
ROPER

Fulton Insurance Agency

AkIt limic alpgigs OBI

PIONEER EXCITEMENT

it.90PROOF

•

6 years old.

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof a ton Proof
Bottled-In-Bond. Yellowstone Diatillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Mail
5. 24 hours
8. Grains
12. Top
13. Metallic
rock
14. Small piece
15. Puts to use
1'7. Peru capital
18. Salt: chem.
19. Number
20. Celestial
body
Zi. Always
23. Ship's
canvas
25. Be
26. Garden of28. Tangles
30. Be ill
32. Flightless
bird
52 Numbers
44. Inc tried
33. Purified
53 Lamprey
46_ Witty
36. Animal
54 Prefix: gas
remark
friends
48.
Her
55. Boys
39. Is able
40. Body part 49. Ceremony 56. Some
42. Fools: slang 50. Wood sliver 57 Make beer
Answer to roasts

...

The Farmers Home Administration has moved its location from
the Clinton Bank Bldg. to the new
Federal building, room 120, Washington St., Clinton, Ky.

Page 7

.110 AIN

Yellowstone.
Try
SASS $155

MOO OCZA MOW
MSG WBE1 ouva
CO9WWWW MOO
thlki UUM MOOD
DEGO DOM MOE
USOU =EMU
MMO
WEICOMO MODO
uJa Immo MAU
HOWala GIDO NUU
3M111W UOUUBOUM
MOO 003 DMOO
UUCIal UJO BUM

VOCtlase

Weakley County
Office Clerk
Given Citation

KENTUCKY •
STATE FAIR

1t

20. Fastener
22. Bring up
24. Suffix:
made of
27. After sunset
29. Regrets
31. Sheltered
side
13. Film formed
DOWN
old
on
Hesitate
1.
bronze
2. Series
States
34.
eight
of
35. Make moist
3. Grinned
37. Flavor tester
4.- Aviv
38. Ball
5. Snoozes
Joyous song
39.
sites
O. Contest
7. Affirmative 41. Low,
wheeled
8. Norway
platform
capital
goat
Asian
43.
9. Beast
45. Fewer
10. Stop
47. Musical note
watches
50. Ocean
11. Flood
16. That thing 51. Seize

By H.T. Elmo
I'M JUST BK14
YoU'RE A SUccESsFUL(
INTO -THE WRITING
AUTHOR , MR. FIZZLE!
GAME!
CAN YOU GNE ME CI
T ALL
SOME ADVICE?
frOLS CO‘Ng
-10 114IS...
•
Or-

. ,. .,

rIF YoU srEpt. FROM
ONE AU-NoR IT'S

er ^
c fN`
I
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rIF YOU I
MAsv,r

Ie
r
"
••••• r.
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C

/

I

ia s1 ------u
"Ao`kll
•.r1,j.
PUGGY
WNEN X WAs A LITTLE'
goy I ALWAYE AfTE AU.
THE CRUSTS!

A complete buyers' guide, the Yellow Pages
lists everything from accountants to zippers. It shows you where to find any product, any service you want Points out your
most convenient shopping spot. Saves you
plenty of time and trouble. No wonder
Action People shop the Yellow Pages.
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CATES—

ART - MUSIC—

(Continued from Page One)
'Continued rrom. Page Ono
membering his insurance records in holds the position of Secretary
and Provincial Director of the
the back seat of his car.
Movement of
"That stuff is no good to you," Social Christian
he told the hold-up men, "give the City.
Jose Antonia Puga Vasconez, a
them to me," he requested.
holding the
The men allowed as how they 35-year old engineer,
of induswouldn't be buying or selling any position of subdirector
of Industry
insurance either, so they just toss- tries in the Ministry
He
Ecuador.
for
ed all of Mr. Cates' records in the and Commerce
in food proback seat of the convertible. When is vitally interested
they took his wallet, Cates told cessing.
— The Ashland Oil Purchase
them to take the money, but give
Exhibit, one of America's
him all the important papers in it. Prize
most distinguished collections of
They did just that.
art.
But they did take Mr. Cates' contemporary
— The Venezuelan arts and
wrist watch . . something the
being sent here unexhibit,
crafts
bandits needed least of all ... for
der the auspices of the Tennessee
time ran out on their escapade
of the Alliance. This is a
about two hours later . .. over in I'artners
collection of contemporary
Missouri . .. the Cates car having huge
Latin-American arts, with handbeen spotted from an airplane
items of native crafts.
brought into the search by Dr. some
— The Kentucky Art Guild
John Ragsdale, a private pilot who
train.
took City of Fulton Police Chief
— A showing of 64 pieces of
sky-hunting for the bandits.
the talented brushes of
And so the two men and the girl work from
Harm and Hugh Haynie.
Ray
drove away, toward Hickman, and
— A four-car railroad exhibit
onto the ferry to Missouri.
Illinois Central Railroad.
Meanwhile in the convertible, ly- from the
— A greatly expanded Cabana
ing face downward on the seat,
exhibit, where a
complex
City
Paul Cates wanted out of the ties
typical South American village will
that bind.
built, showing arts and crafts
With patience and determineion be
and South America.
he started with his finger-tips try- from North
Colorful street decorations,
—
ing to undo the rope around his
life-size figures of Latinankles. Remembering his Boy with
banana plantation workScout training and his World War American
and dancers.
musicians
ers,
One Infantry training, Cates was
soon out of his trappings.
Plans for these attractions are
Did he collapse? He did not! He in the working stage:
walked down the road to the home
A letter received on Monday
of the Roy Wilmaths on the highway and told them what had hap- from Ambassador Gustavo Laroened. Cates aged to use the rea, the Ecuadorian ambassador
'hone to report his "new experi- to the United States, advises that
the internatioally famous 30-voice
ence."
lie was so calm the Wilmaths choir, "Casa de la Culture Ecuatorsimply didn't believe the story but iana," is anxious to attend the
soon they permitted Cates to use Festival.
Mr. Ambassador Larrea said:
:he phone.
Ile called the Sheriff's office in "Since this happens to be an exHickman to tell his story. Mrs. cellent choir, I am inclined to beMenees answered the phone. Cates lieve that it will please the Amerireported to this reporter his con- can public greatly and will be a
versation with the nervous lady, noteworthy attraction to the Festival."
who could have said:
Arrangements. to bring the choir
"You think you got troubles.?"
Her husband Buck was still some- here are being made with the prowhere between the sheriff's office per State Department officials in
and a wide open field somewhere Washington, Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Festival president, said toon the middle road.
If Mr. Cates was inconvenienced day.
— 'plc showing here of the fabulhis "experience" he sure didn't
ous 54-piece art exhibit from
show it, except in one little way.
Ile was wearing a felt hat Wed- OCEPA, with large works of art
from famous South American artnesday morning.
Yup, one of the men took his ists. A letter received this week indicated that the exhibit, which had
straw hat.
But who needs a straw hat . . previously been committed, then
surely not a guy like Paul Cates,
who keeps a cool head in any kind
of heat.

cancelled, is being re-routed from
Buffalo, New York, so that it may
show here for a few days during
the Festival. If arrangements can
be made to get the exhibit to
Knoxville, Tenn. In time for a
showing on October 2, it will be
sent here.
— A wardrobe of native LatinAmerican costumes is also included in the OCEPA attraction. The

(Continued from Page one)
and the registration of the car had
been stolen. When Menees went
back to his patrol car to get his
citation records, both men jumped
out of the ear and held Clark at
gun point.
Seeing the situation Menees held
off any attempt to apprehend them.
He followed orders:To a secluded road . . to a vacant farm house and into a barn
where he and Clark were bound
faced to the barn supports.
Menees with his hand-cuffs and
Clark with heavy rope.)
It was here that Clark and
Menees pleaded with the desperate
trio for their lives.
was cursing,
"The woman
snarling and demanding permission
to shoot us," Sheriff Menees told
the News. "Her hands were shaking all the while she held the gun
right at us. She seemed doped and
drunk from alcohol."
"It was Pinion who was in
::harge here," Menees said. The
former Hickman resident seemed
!ip understand that a pistol shot
would bring neighbors to the scene.
He convinced the moll of this
langer.
After leaving the sheriff and his
leputy in the barn the bandits
!eft, throwing the keys to the
Theriffs car in the weeds.
And what happened next? here
on is a story of heroism.
Clark pried himself loose from
the barn support by chewing the
:ope in two. Ile then helped Menees
Set away from the support, but
mold not unlock the hand-cuffs.
Together they walked to the
Flemings' farmhouse,
Pinkney
sailed for help, got to Cayce.
Acre the sheriff's hand-cuffs were
.hot off, then got into the search
or the bandits who were now on a
ferry going into Missouri.
With the full force of the city,
county and state police forces
working together, and the great
..00peration of a doctor (John
Ragsdale) in his private plane, the
bandits were caught on a lonely
road near Charleston.
Sheriff Menees said that he
went to the levee at Hickman, got
in the dirt levee and waved to the
plane that the bandits, whom the
plane had spotted on the ferry,
were in Missouri.
From then on it was a story of
great relief that some good guys
were willing to take some mighty
big chances to catch the bad guys.
There ought to be an easier way
to make a living! Thank goodness
the police aren't looking far it.

This at 10 00

Tuesday - Wed. Aug. 9, 10
Double Feature

T-BONE

79
T
u
c
994
ROUND

SIRLOIN

CENTER

994

lb.

lb.

lb.

PORTERHOUSE STEAK

$1.05

lb.

BONELESS REEF STEAK CUTS

79t
LB $1.89
LB.$1.89

794 Swiss
1.6.99t Strip Sirloin
LB. $1.05 Delmonico

Bottom Round
Top Round
Cube

LB

SUPER RIGHT BONELESS BEEF
LB•89

29c

RIGHT BEEP

17ttiM5 RcIlif
LB. 110

994

FRYER

C

lb.

L 354)AL
RRED LB.
ATTPEO
S (I)UUT
D TO
p-to LIMIT-NONE

impossible?

SUPER RIGHT-FULLY COOKED
(WHOLE OR HALF)

HU
Perth Fillets

Of Course!

MS SEMI-BONELESS

We feel the same way about coffee. We don't believe
one blend can satisfy every taste.
That's why we have three blends of A&P Bean Coffee. Some like a mild,
mellow coffee. That's our Eight O'Clock.

In fact, there are no finer coffees in any package at any price.
Is A&P Coffee a good reason for shopping A&P? It's one of many.

lb.

19c

FOR

DO Z.

Detergent
. Drinks gi:"%g
!8.1)
B
Ch
(harmcake

MILD AND MELLOW

EIGHT O'CLOCK

sauce

iiii

YOUR CHOICE

-11 $1079 Kraft Mayonnaise

QUART

JOAN HUSTON
KATHLEEN ALLEY
RUBY COLLINS
ED HICKS
G. A. McGUIRE
MRS. HENRY TIFITILL

•V

49t
20 1-A;954

(Ion)

A FEW OF THE MANY, AWARDS
PRIZE WINNERS

YUKON CLUB

Beverages

'AR

A & P aRIQUETS
cix

59e
tOT
4-07
CAN

2u0z
ANN PAGE

arbecue
l
arcoa

SAVE
20t

3 29t

YOUR
CHOICE

Appetizing Groceries!

Special A&P Coffee Sale!
iii

FRESH CRISP

(144
S(ZE)

of the finest coffees of its type.

HT,EIG

(235
SIZE)

Lemons
Grapes Limes Cucumbers
39c

WHITE SEEDLESS

Some like a strong blend that's vigorous and winey.That's our Bokar.
Each is a blend

La 794
aLosx $ 69

FROZEN OCEAN
(LB 350

Fresh Fruits4Vegetables!

Some like a medium blend that's rich and full-bodied.That's our Red Circle.

Then at 10 00

Disenyland After Dark

BEEF STEAK SALE

ex

How To Stuff a Wild Bikini

Mary Poppins

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED

(U.S.D.A INSPECTED WHOLE

Starts at 7.45

Starts at 7:45
Julie Andrews - Dick Van Dyke

"Super-Right" Meats!

Roast SUP"

The Psychopath

Sat. Sun. Mon.. Aug 6, 7, 8
Two Shows

A Sainte to Industry Day Is planned -for September 30, when highgovernindustrialists,
ranking
mental officials and the diplomatic
corps will be feted at a luncheon,
reception and dinner.
Any information concerning Festival events may be secured by
writing to the International Banana
Festival, Box 428, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.

prizes to teh top three winners.
This year again the Fulton Pure
Mills Company will "cook" up the
world's largest banana pudding,
2000 -pounds of it, to serve about
10,000 Festival visitors.
And, of course, there'll be free
bananas everywhere, hanging from
parking meters and distributed as
gifts to persons attending the various attractions and exhibits.

Rump Roost
Rib

between Martin and Union City
Thursday-Friday, Aug. 4-5
Double Feature

soon.
Meanwhile, a giant carnival has
been booked to show at the Festival for a week; the longest and
most colorful parade in the history
of the Festival is being planned,
and the 30-contestant Princess page
ant is selecting its entrants. Handsome college scholarships, awarded by the Price Foundation of Ormond Beach, Florida, are given as

EverSee One
HatThat
tfintld&tisk
Every
iThntan's
Taste?

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

BRAVERY—

gowns will be used to stage a fashion show at the Festival and at the
Southern Governors' Conference at
Kentucky Dam Village.
— Nationally famous artists of
TV and Hollywood fame are being
contacted for appearance as the
"name talent" attraction.
— The official White House and
State Department representative to
the Festival will be announced

P55-

57$

ALL FLAVORS

12CANS85t
6

5 43t
C5
12A":4

PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES-WIN UP TO $1000
2.d. ALL NEW SERIES-NEW RED
GAME CARDS-NEW RED GAME SLIPS,
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY ONLY ONE SET Ocd gitLEAUST PER STORE VISIT

EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WINA
•
a

t

ME

988,0

ANGEL
'
CAKE
I root)
1 a in

Starts at 7:45
Natalie Wood Christopher Plumer

Inside Daisy Clover
Then at 10!00
Frank Sinatra

Come Blow Your Horn

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors
Siding-Roofing
Awni:-__

Insulation
Windows
PHA Tao ms

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
408 Main

BUJ Taylor

SUNSHINE

let ) 32 68,
OFF
BOX

Rinso (
Breeze

Jane Parker

Apple Pie

39C

'SAVE
6

Sliced Cheese
MEL-0-11T
AMERICAN
OR PIMENTO
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Pound Cake 's".6" CA. 39t Ice Cream"'"US1.09
DETERGENT
LIQUID DETERGENT D
39$ Mild Cheese"L" L. 69t
..39c
s
2.cin
B
Margarine "IL" 5'4,99t
leo0x133
PTA t °T.71C
Northern
Northern
Northern
2:AAT,g 34c Fluffy All,
Lux Soap
34-6::: 794
Spry -,I,Go`kTrE.N. d:At2it,135t Dishwasher All....39t
(SAYE 17)
(SAYE 170
Swan Liquid, ""kr:59t Condoned All
(PRINTED)
A
Julio004
04-ROLLS
C
2
$100
-ROLL OM.
Lifebouy Soap...2194 _Cold Water, All....st 714 1,..7 ROLLS 7 7 .61 PACKS I
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I/
2-1b.•14-oz.
/*Pr
Tablets MX— 78c Dove Liqeld....Mnli.57
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"
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t801 78C

read CRACKED WHEAT

Towels

Campbells

Pork&Beans
A

2 33
'

-KUff

Sandwich
Spread

/tic

114-01.
CAN% .,..ir " JAR "Irr

SUNSHINE

Hydrox Cookies

l 51c
ol'
r

JIABISCO
brain.
rackers
.
woCi
BOX

394

Tissue

STRIETMANN
NEW ZANY

Snack
Crackers
(3Dim",
Yggregol:

354

Tissue

--- -- MENNEN
PUSH BUTTON

784

Deodorant

4-0Z.
CAN

•

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

VOTE FOR

SONNY PUCKETT
FOR MAGISTRATE

E NEW

WFUL4
R A. 10

FRANKFORT—Fifty-seven voices will join in song when
the Louisville Thoroughbred Chorus entertains August 5-6 at
Kenlake State Park Amphitheater near Hardin.
"These will be melodic evenings of barbershop singing by
the full chorus and a number of smaller combinations of voices," according to Julian Walker, supervisor of recreation for
the State Parks Department.
Walker said the vocal group is a past International Champion of the Society for thg Preservation and Encouragement of
Barbershop Quartet Singing in America (SPEBSOSA), winning
the title over 14 other district winners at Kansas City in 1962.
The Thoroughbreds, Walker said, have won the Indiana-

For the past four years Baker
has been Educational Supervisor
for the Kentucky Department of
Education. He received his B.S.
degree from Murray State University in 1941 and his master's
delree from Peabody College in
Nashville and -has 37 additional
hours, mainly in the field of education.
Baker has also served as student adviser of the Alabama Education Association. He has been
instructor for the Air Force Reserve Unit in Paducah arid bolds
a reserve commission of U. Colonel

FRANKFORT, Ky.,
3ov, Edward T. Breathitt announced today that the annual
Southern Governors' Conference
will be held in the KentuckyBarkley lakes recreation complex Sept. 17-21.
The exact meeting dates had
not been announced previously.
State officials were elated
when it was announced last year
that the important governmental

MAN WHO

• more progress
• more good roads

16th DISTRICT
of Obion County

NOW YOU CAN GET A
GUARANTEED EXTERIOR

atex House Paint

$3.99

For Only

Gal.

Lake St. - Fulton,

GOLF SHOES
Mans & Women's

-DESERVE
MOH BENEFITS
From Our
TAX MONEY
SONNY
PUCKETT

TT'S A PROFITABLE
MOVE TO ACTION
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY AUG. 4
Paid For By Twin City Friends

CO.
.

30% OFF

`Ur

114 Lake St. Ph. 472-2864 in Fulton, Ky.

Basket of Golf Balls
49c Each

4111111m. ollIMISs. alas. .mano. .011Wie .111111110. elfillfiln.

i

with Miracle Finish
iox that Qoudy
bI

10 & 11 Year Boys & Girls

LEADER

linens, cottons, light-weight suits and dresses

DRYCLEANED

You may Bowl one Free Game at Jet Lanes
Thur. Aug. 4. Fri. Aug. 5, Sat. Aug. 6 at the time
your age group is listed below.
If you haven't Bowled before at all and you
are 10-11-12-13-14-15 years old, Boy or Girl, come
at 1:00 p. rn., Aug. 4th. If you have bowled before,
use schedule below.

2 P. M.

ATHLETIC AND
IPORTING GOOD!.

I

.

oo121

It's our ciao'''e promos
that makes fibers brand new
You will be delighted! Next
time, try our exclusive, professional care. You muse***
-and feel-for yourself!

OR-P4444i4a

12

,
.2.4 RicfriETA I L
W H0
!-Ml

Another

fruck

& 13 Year Boys & Girls

3 P. M.
14 & 15 Year Boys & Girls

Load

4 P.M.

FOAM MATTRESS
PADS
King
Full
Twin
$2.00
$1.50
$1.00

You Must
Come At The Time Of Your
Age Group

OTHER SIZES FOR CHAIRS
FURNITURE. ETC.

errilpothi

trioespe
Fulton, Ky

110 Fourth St.

Lake St. - i %Won, £7.

N%.
,.\\N,NN

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
1
Phona 472-1700 .4
218 r. State Line

WE

VOTE FOR

• Do not permit boaters to
enter a swimming area where
small children are at play.

Now That Twin City Ball Program Is Over
Lets Look To Fall -

I, \

In The

meeting would be centered at
Kentucky D a m Village State
Park.
They considered it a real
feather in the cap for Kentucky's drawing power for tourists and outside visitors.
Officials pointed out that such
major conferences usually are
held at places which are considered to be choice recreation
and vacation resorts.
A spokesman for the governor
said that a special advisory
board to handle arrangements
for the event will be announced
soon.
Reportedly, the lakes area
beat out New Orleans in competition for hosting the event.
The conference is made up of
17 governors

BOWLING TIME
IS HERE---

FREE Wallpaper Kit with
each 3 rooms of paper!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
• better schools
• more ingusiry

Kentucky District Championship for five of the past seven
years and finished second in the SPEBSQSA Championship at
Boston last year.
The Thoroughbred Chorus has developed a format around a
narrative theme which tells a story in song. This year's theme
is "Thoroughbreds on Broadway."
"We are delighted that this group is a part of our summer
variety entertainment program at Kerslake," Walker said.
Performances begin at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.50 for reserved seats, $2 for general admission and half price for children under 12. For tickets and information write Kenlake
State Park, Hardin, Ky., 42048, or telephone (area code 5021
474-2211.

Governors
Meeting
Date Set

• Keep swimmers and boaters out of the pond just prMr
to and during storms.

WALLPAPER

WORKS FOR
NOT
WISHES FOR

Of interest tr, Homemakers

57-Voice Louisville Thoroughbred
Choir To Perform In Amphitheater

Paducah Man to Be
Supt. Of Carlisle
County Schools
Joe Baker of Paducah has been
elected by the Carlisle County
School Board to serve a twoyear term as superintendent of
schools.

A
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FULTON. KENTUCKY

Sonny Puckett

SECOND

WANTED EXPERIENaD
SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS
FOR MARTIN M. CO.
MFG'S Of SHIRTS AND SPORTSWEAR
MARTIN, MIN.

NOTICE!
STARTING SUNDAY
AUGUST 7, 1966
THE DRUG STORES OF FULTON

ALSO OPENINGS FOR TRAM NM WOMEN
BET. AGES 18 TO 45 ON SEWING MACHNIES
OPPOMUINTY TO EARN HIGH WAGES PLUS
EXCELLENT FRINGES

Will Observe the following hours

* AIR CONDITIONED PLANT
* PAID HOLIDAYS
* VACATION WITH PAY
* HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE
* RETIMMENT PLAN

Week Days 8:AM to 7:PM
Sundays and Holidays 9:ANI to 11:AM

BENNETT EVANS
DRUG
DRUG
SOUTHSIDE
CITY
DRUG
DRUG
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•111111111111
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RE-ELECT
Robert A.
"Fats" Everett

rigra - : - :.ay 3 quisit1on and
construction
*done this year
and next.

Stale Plans
Four Lane
Hiway Link
The Tennessee Dept. of
Highways has announced plans
for the construction of a connecting link with the proposed
Kentucky Purchase Parkway at
the Tennessee-Kentucky state
line at South Fulton.
Present plans,
Highway
Commissioner David M. Pack
said, call for the route to be a
four-lane divided highway beginning at the Kentucky state
line and extending to a connection with U. S. Highway 51 on the
western side of South Fulton.
The highway commissioner
also said that present highway
construction programming by
the Dept. of Highways calls for

II

ELMER MANSFIELD
CONSTABLE
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
August 4, 1966

DISTRICT 16
Obion Ce., Tenn.

Your vote and influence appreciated!
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SALE
Our EXTRA Value
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Foam Latex

ns..tii

SHEETS

Plump and buoyant allfoam latex for true sleep
comfort. With white cotton
rip cover.

2s5

,f

mtirmsettramateemitiemttive
CO

Jumbo Size

SANE

uu,a MalantlinalattINS ISSESMISHM

1131111111111111111E

PILLOWS
—

and CASES
Extra durable, close-woven 130- thread
count cotton muslin . . bleached snowy white

SAVE

81x99 or
72x108 flat

FOR

Twin fitted
bottom • ..

Big Luxuriou

8 1 x108 Flat orSI
FULL
Fitted
Settee,

$1.60

Bonnie

..!.:Bonnie" SOLID Colors

Slight irregulars in beauti•
ful solids or fancies at terrific savings-price-stock up!

"
DESERV
"FATS ES
YOUR VOTE!
Political Advertfirenseril Paid For Br Friendh of
Robert A

Fat.- Everett CH, White. elmtrmon

• Pink • Blue • Maize • Green • Orchid

72 x 108
or Twin
Fitted. .. Iv •

toc°

A

81 x 108 or ton ne,
cull Fitted L..110

t2 15

72(

ARE

85c
as

II perfect to 1.00

6aAY9

80

•

Cases, pair

TOWELS

For eight years, the 8th Congressional District has been
served in Congress by one of the ablest, hardest working U. S.
Representatives in Washington.
Robert A. "Fats" Everett has proved himself in every respect and deserves a tremendous vote of confidence for renomination on August 4.
He has worked for all of the people in his District, and
when re-elected can be expected to be just as fair and diligent
in serving new constituents of the enlarged 8th District.
He is one of the best known and most highly respected
Members of Congress. He is a man who gets things done.
The primary interests of the people he represents always
come first.
During his eight years in Congress, he has moved up into
the upper third of the House of Representatives in seniority,
and consequently is in an even better position now to get results for all of us.
As a member of the Committee on Public Works, he has
made important contributions to legislation involving flood
control, drainage, highways and the TVA. He also serves on
the Committee on Veterans Affairs which passes on legislation
concerning education, insurance, hospitalization, pensions and
other matters affecting veterans.
"Fats" has over 30 years in public service. He began his
career as a school teacher. He has been a Justice of the Peace,
Circuit Court Clerk, Administrative Assistant to former
Senator Tom Stewart, Administrative Assistant to former
•Governor Gordon Browning and Executive Secretary of the
Tennessee County Services Association. He served in the Army
in World War II.
His life has been dedicated to serving his fellow man. He
wants to continue working for all of us in Washington.
He is as close to each of us as the telephone or nearest mail
box. He represents all people in this District, personally and
collectively.
Let's keep him on the job with a 'rousing vote of confidence.

of
Tr

VOTE FOR

Beginning west of the Derby
Restaurant on the State Line
Road, the Purchase Parkway
will run due north until it reaches Kentucky 166(Fulton-Hickman Road) and then begin to
veer toward the east, crossing

ANUST

The highway department has
no plans for extending the traitage roads to theStateLine-Road
as yet although the department
has indicated that dovelocithents
may make it desirable in the
future.
The Slate of 'Tennessee
also has long-range plans-tor
making the Union City-Eu/1Pu
highway a four-lane route whIth
would connect with the four-line
highway from Union Cityito
Troy. Eventually. plans calltor
Highway 51 to be four lafies

The frontage roads, the
Kentucky Dept. of Highways has
explained, wiU be for commercial development which,in combination with the welcome cen-

In Kentucky, the Dept. of
Highways has adopted a final
plan for construction of the
Purchase Parkway which includes the development of a
state-owned and state-operated
welcome center Just inside the
Kentucky state line, threetenths ot a mile north of the
State Line Road(Kentucky Highway 116).

H

northbound
ter, will g I ve
_motorist on the Parkway a full
range of services.

canton norm of

Kentucky's plans for the
Purchase Parkway also include
the construction of "frontage
roads" on both the east and
west sides of the Parkway, beginning just north of the welcome center and extending to the
point w h er e the Parkway
crosses Highway 51, north of
Fulton.

The project is the first In •
Program for the construction of
a bypass around South Fulton's
west side, Commissioner Pack
added. He said other projects
along the route will follow as
designs are completed and funds
become available.
The design on the connecting
Link, he said, calls for the link
to be a four-lane,litnited access
road, with an interchange to
Highway 51.

Limited Access Road
Will Join Purchase
Parkway At Fulton

' •s

HilitiwaF 51 to
Fulton.

Cases, pair
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RUGS
• Washable
• Colorfast
Skid-Resistant

the
no

100% Viscose Rayon
Yarn Dyed Pile

'"r

th.

Our own
plus-ye/bv.
lighter in
brand in
fin*
weight ut
combed
stronger!
cotton
Snowy
percale,
white or
solid colors
WHITE SALE
.
72 X
SAVINGS

4
34-Inch
ROUND

108 or

Twin Fit
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PERCALE

WHITE

th

COLORS

24 x 40-In.
$5
OBLONG
Values!

PATCHWORK QUILTS
liard-to-detect
00
irregs... if perfect
-

to 8.981
colots
Many patterns,
colorful, attracin
Cozy cover-up
care for designs. Easy to
day!
tive
night and
use
to
glamorous
now!
Save

100% COTTON
SHEET
$

BLANKETS

PLAIDS
SIZE 60 x 76
TEFLON IRONING BOARD COVER
$1
and
DURAGLIDE PAD SET
VINYL Mattress Covers
Elasticised corners for perfect llt
Full or

Twin . .

2For

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
ST

ECTI • N

•

A

:

Lea

rtment has
the trontLine:Road
ePartment
ccirnents
bin In the

Boy Scouts Honored
With Patio Supper
FULTON, Ky.,
July meeting of the Cheroke4
District of the Four Rivers
Council was held at the home
of the district chairman, Nelson
Tripp in Fulton.
, A hamburger supper was

served by Mr. Tripp, and scout
executive, David Russell, assisted by their wives, on the patio
of the Tripp home.
Scouters attending included
Louis Weeks, Billy Blackstone,
Glenn Vaneklasen, Bill RobertSon, Thomas Exum, all of Fulton, and Jim McCorkle and Bill
Porter of Union City.

Fulton 1916 (:I Reunion Is Held.
Nine !Members rtnend
— A
FULTON, Ky.,
reunion of members ut the 1916
graduating class of Fulton High
School was held Tuasday at
noon at the Park Terrace Restaurant in South Fulton with
nine persons in aiiendance at
the luncheon.
Those present were Mrs Lois
Callihani Hindman of Fulton.
Mrs. Roy Bard, the former Miss
Lucille Browder. of Fulton, Mrs
Thelma Anderson, lius Farmer
of Union City, Felix Gossum
and Jim Dawes, both of Fulton.
Dr. Wade Rucker and wife ol
Sanford, Fla., and Mrs. Carl
Hastings of Fulton, who was
their teacher
Out of a class of 26, six members are deceased.
Ernest Batilch of New Jersey.
who was unable to attend, has
compiled a book about the class
and the book has been presented to the local high school. It
bra, y.

Jones Assumes
Post In Clinton

wife have been guests

of this community

CLINTON, Ky,
-Talmadge Jones of Lynn Grove and
Murray has been named minister of the Church of Christ in
:Tinton and has already begun
Us duties here. The church has
)een without the services of a
regular pastor for some time.
The new minister is a former
army cateer soldier w h o recently retired after approximately 20 years in the service with
his last duty assignment being
in Viet Nam.
The minister now lives in Mur-

ray with is is wif e, son and
daughter. They had previously
lived in Security, Colo., where.
he served part time as a minister there.
To The News

NEW YORK
— Mrs.
M c. Howell of
York. who
won 17 national i.;les between
1883 and 1907, is generally
acknowledged to be the best
woman archer ever developed
in the United States.

1st ,NIT IA 19,13
NEW YORK , UPI i — Joe
Lapchick, who guided
St.
to an unprecedented
JOlsii
'
S

fourth straight National Invitation Tournament championship in 1965. won his first NIT
in 1943

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slew
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

Ime_THAR*
th CM FULTON NI ,•,.•

"BEACH BLANKET
BINGO"
Starring
Frankie A
AND
"DR GOLDFOOT ANV
MABIKINI
THE
CHINE"
Slat rin_
e
incent

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Subscribe To The News
Th.. Complete Newspaper

"WOMEN OF
THE WORLD"
(An Adult
Picture)
A PI D
"SEASIDE SWINGERS"
Starring
John 1.cylon
Mike Sarme

at the International Banana Festival, they
nave eaten with us, spent the night in our
'note's, have diligent ly worked for this
1 • Complete Showing
WED, thru FRIDAY
Continuous Showing
SATURDAY

help the Banana Festival. The opponent

SEE IT AGAIN AND AGAIN!IIIS

JULlE ANDREWS•DICK VAN DYKE

TECHNICOLOR

SUNDAY --MONDAY & TUESDAY
GET SET FOR THE HEIST OF ALL TIME!
wirc

Sixteenth District, Obion County
General Election, August 4, 1966
Your Vote Will Be Greatly Appreciated
THANK YOU!
• ••••,,•••••••••••,,,,, N••••••••••
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A Campus Favorite
For All-Round Wear

18 CUBIC FOOT
22 CUBIC FOOT

itti
:$1113781S.

4,.$10‘.1.81)

3 PIECE BEDROOM

DRESSER- CHEST -BED
firgitt

Winner! 25.000 Stamps Winner!. 12,500 Stamps Winner! 12.500 °tamp* Winn•ri

Mrs(I me r M•nsfkold

Crryrn•I SiTlel. South Foltoo

1.0 0 atom

Mary I Mr.. Jack) Samples
Its Central Ay; S. P.N.

Mrs. Sally Ad...
Broadway; S. Fulton

WINNERS
TIC-TAC-TOE LUCKY SHEFFER
ADDITIONALLANGSTON
#.
1000 - MR.ERW‘14

25,000 -MRS. MANTISE

1000- MRS.GEORGIA CRAVEN 4 4,
1000-MRS.ZELMA GUTHRIE
1000-MR.LESTER McWHORTER
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ROAST

Our Meat Market Mgr. John Prince Says At
PIGGLY WIGGLY You Can Always Be Assured Of Getting The Highest Quality Meat
That Money Can Buy.
We Feature Nothing But The Best --- U. S.

CHOICE BEEF

P. S. We at Piggly Wiggly are proud of our Meat Dept.
and once you visit us we know you will be also!

We Always Pick Our Own Beef!

OLEO
See the display of
DISTINGUISHED
MERCHANDISE
Saturday avoiloble with
4)isitini STAMPS
and 61
1ALURW. STAMPS

...L9 35c

BROILERS

..494
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NOW!AUGUST LAYAWAY

CoatSale

•

Fulton Kt

Savings You Never Believed Possible!
DOUBLE TICKETS SHOW ACTUAL SAVINGS
INTRODUCTION—Tiptonville attorney Franklin D, Cochran
(right), speaker Thursday at the Union City Kiwanis Club
meeting, was introduced by Obion County Trustee Earl
Thorpe. Mr. Cochran, although a candidate for state representative, made a non-political addiess.
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SAVE '3"to '16"
Now's the time to layaway your new coat . . . during our August
Coat Sale! Double tickets on each coat show guaranteed savings from the September price.
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VOTE FOR

Suzy Wong

Suede Coat
HAND-PIPED BUTTON HOLES

AARON BROWN

Style shown above is fashioned of soft,
smooth suede leather with insulated lining. Genuine mink collar . . . four self
buttons. Brown, antelope and mist. Siam
6 to 18.

Vorninoted

FOR

Petite

STATE SENATOR

.e

Dress

Aaron. Brown is a prominent attorney In Park, Tenn., with 30 years experienct
In his chosen profession. He served four einiceseful yews es Mayor of Paris,
and served with dignity as President of the Constitutional Convention of
Tennessee in 1965. Aaron Brown win ropresont the five coxing., of the 140.
Sonotoriol District with fairness, distinction and ability.

Coots
Dress coat(shown at left) is fashioned at
100% cashmere . . accented with large
genuine mink collar. Three self covered
buttons. Milium insulated lining. Bamboo, sable, buttercream, camel and
beige. Sizes 8 to 18.

September
Price
Will Be

A VOTE FOR AARON BROWN IS A VOTE FOR

* A UNIFIED DISTRICT
*ABIUTY
*EXPERIENCE
*PROGRESS
LETS 61111 HIM A GREAT
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LAYAWAY YOUR
COAT NOW

stivratisentwo geld for by atisees for Boren Mew., nerintl I. Midweek isaretertyl

has said

"Over 30 of every
$1.00 you make
goes to taxes.
Are you in favor
of a state income
tax? I'M NOT."

Aug. Priced At $4.99 Each or

2for $
You'll mod several of these geed
looking sweaters in your boob...
sdtool wardrobe Blened
d
of wool,
mohair and nylon
. they come in
white, blue, ounce one pink. Sites S.
1A-L-XL

If elected Buford Ellington says that while he is governor there will be- - -

•

with '

gum
sou

1. No state income tax
2. No enlargement of sales tax
3. No Payroll tax
THE
Paid for by 16th District Volunteers -For
BUFORD ELLINGTON

AGENTS
HOSPITALIZATION AND LIFE
We still offer our Guaranteed
Renewable Hospital, Medical and
Surgical contracts to all ages. Plus
Medicare Supplement and a special
contract for pre-existing conditions.
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Also a complete line of Life InWheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc. are for rent or for sale at surance with vested monthly renewals.
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2202.
Wouldn't you like to earn in exCheck with Ken for the best deal cess of $10,000 per year. For dc•
and the fastest service for ALL tailed information write
Disability Division
TIRES.
Pyramid Life Ins. Co.
Telephone now — 472-3163.
P. 0. Box 5637
1.ouisville, Qentucky 40203
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG

— WANTED —
Someone in upholstery work or
furniture refinishing - Write to
UPHOLSTERY Box 448, Fulton,
Ky.

Bin has a beautiful new car on i
the lot—two tone green, 62 OLDS
Dynamic 88, 4-dr. sedan with
air, power brakes and steering,
,cne cwner. See it at • -

i

II Ken-Tenn Auto Sales i
4............./1

Electric repair and wiring
We sharpen lawnmowers
13 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
61 CHEVY II waston• nice
61 4 dr. PONTIAC; dean
COMET 2-dr; Sharp
81 FALCON, 4-door station
wagon with luggage carrier
on too.
50 2-dr. OLDSMOBILE; cute.
60 98 with air, real sharp
60 CHEVROLET Impala, 4-dr.
60 PLYMOUTH Valiant station
wagon; nice
60 CHEVROLET 4-dr hardtop,
6-cyl Straight Shift; Sharp
10 FORD station wagon
60 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
59 CHEV Impala 4-dr; V-8,
automatic
CHEV wagon, 4-door
58 PLYMOUTH 4-door station
wagon
58 VOLKSWAGON; black
47 FORD pickup truck
52 DODGE Van
50 GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on rear
20-25 other cars, trucks

MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS

iaeneral Electric Stove
$85
Refrigerators, running order 815.00 to $40.00
$2.25 a sq. yd.
L11)"...4•1 r,loor
$75
Dixie Gas Range
Bar stools

17 a piece
Deluxe Frost Clear Gm...
$159.95
Refrigerator
Delux3 Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator
$189.95
Deluxe Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator
$199.95

WADE'S USED
Subscribe To i ne News
7).) Complete Newspaper

I
3
3
in. 'riiiiior,• 3

BARGAIiiS OF THE WEEK!

bliktA • Z'HiVr. 2 *di'. 'hitratop,
* straight drive transmission, radio and white walls. Solid white
beauty with red interior. Priced at
$1595
64 FORD FAIRLANE 4-dr. with 6 cyl. motor, factory air conditioning, automatic transmission, radio and white walls. A dandy
for the lady driver! Bargain priced at
$1195
$EE.TEGIL MisirailSroriiI013. MASSON

FULTON CAR MART, Fulton, Ky.inMi;i1
Phone: 472-2373e&E-.:1?:•::•,-

JERRY TURNER is now with Cecil
who can handle any
ifig"i
motor from motor cycle
to farm tractor
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ALIGNMENT
BRAKE WORK
MOTOR TUNEUP
MAJOR OVERHAUL
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Garage 1

THIS AD PAID FOR BY SOUTH FULTON FRIENDS

•0
1

expenditure per pupil has increased $130 annually:
teachers salaries raised $1,250 annually;
20 area vocational schools opened or under construction;
plans underway to establish 3 junior colleges:
maximum monthly welfare grants to aged, blind and disabled raised $351
state employes placed on 40 hour week and a guaranteed minimum wage;
a 650 bed hospital for mentally retarded started in West Tennessee;
1,128 new industries and major plant expansions resulting in 89,550 new jobs;
interstate system has grown by 450 miles;
remodeled and replaced several corredional institutions:
3 Educational T. V. links being completed:
provided equal employment opportunities for all in state government and made
board, commission and judicial appointments on the basis of qualifications atone.
This ad paid for by the Clement for Senator Committee of Obion County
Buz Tanner - Sonny Puckett Co-chairmen

Fulton, Ky.

August 4, 1966
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T
STEAK
FRANKS
NECK BONES
FATED BACK
[pp, JOWL
HAMBURGER
-BONE

REELFOOT
BABY BEEF

LB.SUC

SWIFT
FROM OUR KITCHEN

LB Geo

°7

79(
49(

OLIVE PIMENTO

BARTLETT

PEARS

SHOWBOAT

popc,& BEANS
EGGS

50 CAUIFLOWER

LB.

REELFOOT SOUSE, SPICE, LUNCHEON

3 $1.00
PEGS.

IMITATION CHICKEN LOAF

FROM OUR KITCHEN

HOME MADE
PIES
POTATO
SALAD

EACH

16 OZ.

190
290

LB,
BAG

LIMIT I PLEASE

BISCUITS
PEAS

AAA

180

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

QUICK & EASY
CAN 50
LIMIT 4 PLEASE

2 49(
cpc. egs
39(
WASHING POWDER 69(
JOY LIQUID aoz. 35(
LB.
Bun

(lib:IA(4,5c

BOX

8

FRESH
LB.

BOX

WHITE
SEEDLESS

lb.
WHITE SEEDLESS

294

CALIFORNIA RED SWEET

GRAPEFRUIT 1F°R
ONIONS
SWIFT
c- 10( KELycR,EAMTTLE
69( PEANUT BUTTER3 99(:gill) DRESSING
7k TOMATO CATSUP 5 Si POTATO CHIPS
39( DETERGENT
OLEO
AIR
5LBs.si
FRESHENER
EACH ir

PARK LANE

LB IP

1/2 GALLON

LEE

COFFEE
GRADE A SMALL

LB.

THE BIG DADDY
BACON

SNOWY WHITE HEADS

300 SIZE CAN

IRLOIN REELFWT
BABY BEEF

REELFOOT

SUG
GRAPE
LB

S
STEAK

REELFOOT
BABY BEEF

LB

SLICED
BACON

EACH

lb.

RIB
ROUND
STEAK
STEAK
59c BAR-B-O CHICKENS 69( LUNCHEON MEATS
iB 29(
LB 29(
39(
39(

REELFOOT
BABY BEEF

,:eitt4AcilERY BUTTER
,F40,EREICAN CHEESE
!
ilfikEeTEE,t,StsfPIMEN'DD

Reelfoot
Smoked

QUART

113,

FOR

3

DOZEN $1

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY!
We Invite You To Check Our Shelf Prices With Anyone.

LITTLE ANDY

50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase of
2 Griffin Liquid Shoe Polish

Et]ArMr5Mr5triN
SUPERMARKET

QUART

39(
39c

GLADE
T0 CMIST
an

FOR $11

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS ON WEDNE
SDAY!
.V.F. CLOSE ALL DAY ON THE SABBATH

